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Preface

This PhD thesis is based on research done during a three year study at the Danish
Meteorological Institute� Part of the study was done at the University of Arizona�
Tucson� Arizona� during a nine month visit from Sep� ���� to May ����� The thesis
has been accepted by the Niels Bohr Institute for Astronomy� Physics and Geophysics�
Faculty of Science� University of Copenhagen� Denmark� as a partial ful�llment of the
requirements for the attainment of the PhD degree�
The thesis consists of a main body supplemented with three published or recently

submitted papers attached as Appendix C� Emphasis has been placed on selected sub�
jects within the retrieval mechanism of radio occultation data� subjects that I have found
as candidates for a more profound study� and which� in some cases resulted in improve�
ments or new ideas of retrieval methods� Thus� not all aspects of the radio occultation
technique are covered with equal weight�
The development and implementation of processing software going from GNSS 	Glo�

bal Navigation Satellite System
 phase measurements to atmospheric pro�les of bending
angles� refractivity� pressure and temperature has been a part of the study� All but a few
results presented in this thesis are obtained with this software� The forward modeling of
phase measurements has been obtained with a ray tracing code named ROSAP 	Radio
Occultation Simulator for Atmospheric Pro�ling
 developed in connection with an ESA
	European Space Agency
 study �H�eg et al�� ����� prior to the present study� Only
a few modi�cations of the ray tracing code has been implemented during the present
study� All the software made by the author is available on request�
The papers in Appendix C�� and C� have been slightly changed from their submitted

versions� edited for misprints and grammar errors discovered after the submission of the
papers and the submission of the �rst version of this thesis� An apparent inconsistency
regarding the terminology used for the phase measurements has been clari�ed in the
paper in Appendix C���
The study has been carried out under the supervision of my advisers� Per H�eg� at

the Danish Meteorological Institute� and Carl Christian Tscherning and Klaus Mose�
gaard� both at the University of Copenhagen� The research was funded by a grant from
the Danish Space Board�

October ����

Stig Syndergaard
E�mail� ssy�dmi�dk
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Abstract

The Global Positioning System 	GPS
 continuously transmit radio waves at two fre�
quencies� The signals are a�ected by the electron density in the ionosphere and by the
pressure� temperature and moisture in the neutral atmosphere� Since April ����� with
the launch of the GPS�MET experiment� it has been possible to utilize these signals to
obtain information about the ionosphere and the neutral atmosphere� using the radio
occultation technique� From the proof�of�concept GPS�MET radio occultation exper�
iment atmospheric temperature with very high vertical resolution 	� � km
 has been
achieved with an accuracy of about ��� Kelvin up to ���� km altitude� In the tropical
troposphere� where water vapor is appreciable� pro�les of the water vapor pressure can
be obtained using auxiliary information of the temperature�
The occultation data are inverted using the Abel transform assuming local spherical

symmetry� The spherical symmetry assumption gives a unique relation between the
signal bending angle and the refractive index in the atmosphere� Assuming a dry atmo�
sphere and applying the hydrostatic equilibrium assumption together with the equation
of state� it is possible to derive vertical pro�les of the so�called dry temperature�
In this thesis an error covariance analysis� in the geometrical optics approxima�

tion� taking into account the bending and defocusing of rays in the lower part of the
atmosphere� is presented� The results reveal that a relatively high degree of vertical
correlation can be expected when applying the hydrostatic integration to obtain pres�
sure and temperature pro�les� A simulation study shows that this vertical correlation is
decreased substantially when using model pro�les of bending angles at the high altitude
end� e�g� by applying statistical optimization techniques�
A new and improved phase path correction method for calibration of ionospheric ef�

fects� and dealing with the problem of ray path separation� is presented� Through Taylor
expansions� using the assumption of spherical symmetry� formulas are derived showing
how both the dispersion and second order ionospheric e�ects can be mitigated using
measurements of the satellite�to�satellite integrated electron content� The residuals for
various conditions in the ionosphere are estimated numerically and compared to the ana�
lytic estimates� The remaining bending angle residual bias is of the order of a few tenths
of a �rad under extreme ionospheric conditions� A formulation of the di�erence between
this improved phase path correction method and the traditional bending angle correc�
tion method is obtained and con�rmed by simulation results� Further improvements
involving a triplex�frequency combination is also discussed�
The neglect of the Earth�s oblateness in the retrieval of temperature pro�les may

cause a bias at altitudes below �� km� From this altitude the temperature bias increases
downwards� and can� in extreme cases� become as large as  K at �� km altitude and
� K at the ground� The size of the bias depends on the occultation geometry and the
geographical latitude of the limb zone� A method to correct for the bias is proposed using
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an assumption of local spherical symmetry tangential to the ellipsoid� After a simple
correction� dry temperature pro�les are retrieved within ���� K 	� ����
 accuracy at
the ground� It is shown that the orientation of the occultation plane has to be taken
into account in the correction procedure if pressure pro�les are to be retrieved to better
than ���� accuracy�
Using the assumption of local spherical symmetry� horizontal refractivity gradients

may cause retrieval errors in the temperature of a few Kelvin� Simulations show that
even in the vicinity of an intense frontal system� errors are generally not larger than
� K�
Retrieval algorithms are applied to data from the GPS�MET experiment and results

are validated against radiosonde data and data from numerical weather analyses�
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AMSU Advanced MSU
AS Anti�Spoo�ng
ATOVS Advanced TOVS
CHAMP Challenging Microsatellite Payload
DMI Danish Meteorological Institute
DMSP Defense Meteorological Satellite Program
DoC Department of Commerce
DoD Department of Defense
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LEO Low Earth Orbit
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MSISE Mass Spectrometer and Incoherent Scatter 	model
 � Extended
MSU Microwave Sounding Unit
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NCEP National Centers for Environmental Prediction
NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NPOESS National Polar�orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite System
NWP Numerical Weather Prediction
RMS Root Mean Square
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Chapter �

Introduction

��� Background

Precise quantitative knowledge of the atmospheric state is an indispensable input to
Numerical Weather Prediction 	NWP
 models� As NWP models become increasingly
complex� taking into account more and more relevant physical and dynamical processes�
and doing this on a �ner and �ner scale�and as computers become faster�the possibil�
ity of predicting the weather several days ahead in time� relies considerably on the initial
conditions that we put into the models� At present� uncertainties in the initial conditions
does not allow useful forecasts more than ��� days ahead� Also� precise measurements
and monitoring of various atmospheric parameters can help to the further understanding
of many of the physical and dynamical processes in the atmosphere� eventually leading
to improved NWP models and forecasts� Long�term monitoring of speci�c parameters
over periods of years� gives input to climate research as well�
Radiosonde 	balloon borne instrument packet
 soundings have for a long time been

the most e�ective way of collecting important atmospheric parameters like pressure�
temperature� moisture� and wind� The �rst radiosonde stations was inaugurated by the
US Weather Bureau in ��� to obtain upper air soundings on a routine basis �Hopkins�
������ In ���� more than ���� radiosonde stations were operated worldwide �Rocken
et al�� ����� and they have become the backbone of the global upper air observing
system� providing input to NWP models� At each station� radiosondes are usually
launched twice a day� providing high vertical resolution data from near the surface to
an altitude of about ���� km� where the balloon bursts due to the surrounding low
pressure� Under ideal conditions radiosonde temperatures are accurate to within ��� K
and relative humidities are accurate to within a few percent� In the upper troposphere
and stratosphere temperature accuracy is degraded� with typical errors of � K above
��� hPa 	� �� km
 increasing to as large as � K at �� hPa 	� � km
 �Rocken et al��
������ Unfortunately� radiosonde stations are not evenly distributed over the Earth�
Most stations are in the northern hemisphere and there is only a very few stations in
oceanic regions�
With the �satellite age� remote sensing of the terrestrial atmosphere has become a

very powerful method to obtain additional data�especially in deserted areas and over
the oceans�and to extend our knowledge about the atmosphere� Since the early �����s
satellites have made it possible to observe the atmosphere in any area of the globe� and
related to a wide range of altitudes� This have had a major impact on atmospheric

�



� CHAPTER �� INTRODUCTION

Figure ��� The mean vertical structure of Earth�s atmosphere showing the temperature� refractivity�
and electron density distributions� The refractivity is for L�band ���� GHz	 frequencies �adapted from
Rocken et al� 
����	�

sciences and weather forecasting�
Many atmospheric parameters can be provided by� or derived from remote sensing

measurements using satellites� To limit the discussion below we shall concentrate on
the temperature and humidity observations only� The succeeding sections and chapters
mostly deals with the atmospheric refractivity� pressure� and temperature in the tro�
posphere� stratosphere� and mesosphere� and to a lesser extent� the tropospheric water
vapor and the ionosphere electron density� Figure ��� gives an overview of the mean
vertical temperature and refractivity distribution in the atmosphere and the electron
density distribution in the ionosphere as well as the nomenclature used for the di�erent
spheres and layers�
In satellite remote sensing� vertical pro�les of temperature and water vapor are usu�

ally derived from passive observations of radiances� Several instruments on di�erent
satellite platforms are�have been able to provide such data� One of them� the GOES�



���� BACKGROUND 

I�M Sounder on board the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites 	GOES
�
placed over the US� measures the radiation at di�erent wavelengths originating from
broad layers in the atmosphere� With a �rst guess pro�le the data are then inverted
to obtain temperature and humidity pro�les� However� the quality of the GOES tem�
perature soundings is questionable� because normally the temperature retrieval is not
very di�erent from the �rst guess� and thus does not provide much new information�
Rocken et al� ������ compare GOES temperatures with NCEP temperatures and other
correlative temperature data� and demonstrate that there is a large bias in the GOES
soundings at altitudes above �� km�
Another operational system� the TIROS�N�NOAA series of polar orbiting satellites�

also provides tropospheric and stratospheric temperature pro�les as well as vertically
integrated moisture content using infrared and microwave emissions at a variety of wave�
lengths �Smith et al�� ������ The TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder 	TOVS
 is in fact
three instruments complementing each other and giving tropospheric water vapor and
temperature pro�les from the surface and up to about �� km� The TOVS consists of
the High�resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder 	HIRS
� the Microwave Sounding Unit
	MSU
 and the Stratospheric Sounding Unit 	SSU
� A new instrument� the Advanced
MSU 	AMSU
 is soon replacing the MSU and the SSU� so that the Advanced TOVS
	ATOVS
 consists then of the HIRS and the AMSU �Eyre and O�ler � ������ In cloud�
free areas� temperature di�erences between TOVS and NCEP analyses has been reported
to be about �� K �Rocken et al�� ������
The DMSP 	Defense Meteorological Satellite Program
 near polar orbiting satellites

are yet another system of satellites worth mentioning� The DMSP satellites also have
both a temperature sensor� SSM�T��� and a humidity sensor� SSM�T��� on board�
Temperature can be retrieved with an accuracy of about  K between the surface and
�� hPa 	� � km
� while the relative humidity can be retrieved to about �� �Rieder �
������
Like the GOES�I�M Sounder the TOVS� ATOVS� and SSM�T sounders are all near

nadir viewing instruments� and the resulting vertical resolution is therefore rather poor�
The vertical resolution of the GOES�I�M Sounder is �� km �Haskell and Mikkelsen�
����� and for the TOVS the combined vertical resolution is �� km in cloud�free areas
and worse in cloudy areas �Eyre and O�ler � ������ However� the horizontal resolution of
these systems is rather well� being about �� km for the GOES �Haskell and Mikkelsen�
����� and ������ km for the TOVS �Antikidis et al�� ������
The Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite 	UARS
� launched in ����� uses limb

sounding to measure stratospheric and mesospheric temperatures� It has several limb
sounding instruments on board of which two of them are still operating� the Microwave
Limb Sounder 	MLS
 and the Halogen Occultation Experiment 	HALOE
� The MLS is
a passive sounder looking at microwave thermal emission from the limb of the Earth�s
atmosphere� and giving�among a variety of other parameters�temperature and pres�
sure in the range � ����� km� The accuracy and vertical resolution� respectively� are
varying from � K and ��� km in the troposphere and lower stratosphere to � K and � km
in the mesosphere �Fishbein et al�� ������ The HALOE uses solar infrared occultation to
measure vertical pro�les of various molecular species as well as temperature and pressure
pro�les in the range � ���� km� The estimated accuracy of the HALOE is ���� K�
depending on altitude and validation method� and the resulting vertical resolution is
estimated to be about � km �Hervig et al�� ������
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The GNSS� radio occultation technique complements many of the above mentioned
sounding methods� A satellite in a Low Earth Orbit 	LEO
 utilizes the signals from the
existing GNSS constellations 	currently the GPS� and potentially the Russian GLONASS
or other future constellations
 and measures the propagation delay rather than the inten�
sity� The observations gives information on the atmospheric refractivity related to the
pressure� temperature and moisture as well as the ionosphere electron density� Accurate
temperature pro�les 	� � K
 can be obtained in the troposphere and stratosphere up to
���� km� while pro�les of water vapor can be derived in the tropical troposphere using
auxiliary temperature information� The GPS signals are transmitted at wavelengths
around �� cm� at which there is only little e�ect from aerosols� clouds� and rain �Hardy
et al�� ������ The method has an inherently high vertical resolution determined by the
�rst Fresnel diameter �Melbourne et al�� ������ being about ��� km in the stratosphere
	depending on orbit height
 and gradually improving to about ��� km in the lower tro�
posphere� In the horizontal direction� the measurement is an integrated e�ect over a
large range along the signal path� though heavily weighted at the ray path tangent point
closest to Earth�s surface� thus resulting in a ������ km horizontal resolution�
Generally the radio occultation method has been widely used in various planetary

missions the last ��� years� and has given unique information about the atmospheres
of the other planets in our solar system �Kliore et al�� ����� Fjeldbo et al�� ����� Kliore
and Woiceshyn� ����� Fjeldbo et al�� ����� Tyler � ����� Lindal � ������ The planetary
missions exploit the situation when the spacecraft rises or sets behind the planet as seen
from Earth� In these situations radio signals emitted from the spacecraft and received
on Earth are subject to refraction due to the planetary atmospheric limb�
Using the occultation method on Earth was �rst proposed by Fischbach ������� sug�

gesting that a LEO satellite should measure stellar refraction in the Earth�s atmosphere�
Lusignan et al� ������ analyzed the potentials of a constellation of satellites continuously
transmitting signals to each other through the limb of the atmosphere� The �rst actual
satellite radio occultation of Earth�s atmosphere came in ���� using satellite�to�satellite
tracking data from the Apollo�Soyuz Test Project� The results of refractivity� pressure
and temperature pro�les from this lone occultation was reported by Rangaswamy �������
showing the potentials of the method� but also that further study and more accurate
measurements were needed to obtain the accuracy levels required for NWP input�
The Global Positioning System 	GPS
 installed during the �����s and the early

�����s �e�g�� Seeber � ���� provided the foundation for applying the radio occultation
technique to the Earth�s atmosphere on a regular basis� With the launch of the American
GPS�MET 	GPS�Meteorology
 experiment in April ���� the technique has now been
successfully applied to the Earth�s atmosphere �Feng et al�� ����� Hajj et al�� �����Ware
et al�� ����� Kursinski et al�� ����� Hocke� ����� Rocken et al�� ����� Kursinski � �����
Kuo et al�� ����� Hajj and Romans� ����� Gorbunov and Gurvich� ����a� Steiner et al��
������ The GPS�MET instrumentation consists of a modi�ed Turbo�Rogue GPS receiver
on board a micro�satellite�MicroLab���in a ��� km circular orbit with a �� degree
inclination� So far there has only been this one proof�of�concept GPS�MET experiment�
but recently� in February ����� two more micro�satellites� the Danish �rsted satellite
and the South African SUNSAT� both carrying a Turbo�Rogue receiver� were launched
and will provide GPS radio occultation data as well�
The GPS�MET experiment has provided researchers with meteorological data of

�GNSS is a common acronym for GPS and GLONASS and any similar future constellations�
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a high quality� Even though many GPS�MET soundings has failed to penetrate the
lowest � km of the troposphere in the presence of signi�cant water vapor� Rocken et al�
������ demonstrate � K mean temperature agreement with the best correlative data sets
	TOVS� MLS� HALOE� radiosondes and global analysis data from NCEP and ECMWF

between � and �� km� Standard deviations are generally found to be less than �� K�
Also Kursinski et al� ������ �nds good agreement between GPS�MET and ECMWF
analyses in the range ��� km� with a mean accuracy better than � K and standard
deviation of ��� K� Additionally Kursinski et al� ������ interestingly �nds that there
is a better agreement in the northern hemisphere than in the southern hemisphere� a
result that has recently been con�rmed by Steiner et al� ������� This indicates that
the ECMWF analysis� which is heavily based on radiosonde data� is less accurate in
data sparse regions like the Southern Paci�c than over the continents 	primarily Europe
and the USA
 where the density of radiosonde data is relatively high �Kursinski et al��
����� Steiner et al�� ������ Since radio occultation data from the GPS�MET is more or
less globally distributed� it is believed that such data� if assimilated into NWP models�
may contribute signi�cantly to improved weather predictions� At present� considerable
e�orts are made to develop techniques for assimilation of radio occultation data into
NWP models �Kornblueh et al�� ����� Zou et al�� ����� ����a� b�
Until the GPS�MET experiment was turned o� in ���� due to lack of funding� it

was capable of providing about ��� soundings per day under optimal conditions �Rocken
et al�� ������ Ideally� about ��� occultations are happening each day counting only either
setting or rising occultations� Putting both an aft�looking antenna and a forward�looking
antenna on a LEO satellite� and including the GLONASS constellation together with
the GPS� thus gives about ���� setting or rising occultations each day� Three such
LEO satellites in orbit would provide a globally distributed set of daily pro�les twice
the number provided by the present radiosonde network �Kursinski et al�� ������
More satellites carrying GNSS receivers are indeed to come in the near future�

Besides �rsted and SUNSAT� the Argentinian SAC�C and the German CHAMP are
probably going to be the next research satellites in line for launch carrying a Turbo�
Rogue GPS receiver� On top of that� both US 	DoD�DoC�NASA
 and European
	ESA�EUMETSAT
 agencies plan to put several receivers in orbit on the future op�
erational systems� NPOESS and METOP�EPS� perhaps eventually being capable of
tracking both the GPS and the GLONASS signals�

��� Principle of GNSS Radio Occultations

Since the GPS�MET experiment is only tracking the GPS 	not the GLONASS
 sig�
nals� many considerations in this thesis are based on the GPS constellation� However�
all subjects dealt with may in principle apply to the GLONASS or any future GNSS
constellations as well� For convenience� and to avoid a detailed discussion about the
practical di�erences between the GPS and the GLONASS� the occultation principle
will be described using the characteristics of the GPS 	see Seeber ����� for the main
di�erences between the GPS and the GLONASS
�
The basis of the GPS�MET occultation experiment is the GPS constellation� origi�

nally designed by the US military for precise positioning� The GPS constellation consists
of �� satellites in � orbital planes at a distance of about ������ km from the Earth�s
surface� These satellites continuously transmit electro�magnetic waves at two L�band
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Figure ��� Illustration of the occultation geometry� Signals transmitted by a GPS satellite are refracted
by the ionosphere and the neutral atmosphere� When received at a LEO�satellite outside the main part
of the ionosphere the signals have been subject to bending� The point on the ray that is closest to the
Earth�s surface is called the ray perigee or tangent point�

frequencies� f�  ������� GHz� f�  ������� GHz� In the occultation experiment the
signals are received at a Low Earth Orbit 	LEO
 satellite 	generally about �������� km
above surface
� On their way the signals pass through the Earth�s ionosphere and neu�
tral atmosphere 	Figure ���
� In the ionosphere and atmosphere the signals are distorted
because of the refractive index of the medium� In the geometrical optics approximation
the result is that a signal received at the LEO has been subject to a small bending�
If we know the precise positions and velocities of the satellites 	in principle obtained
by simultaneous observations of di�erent non�occulting GPS satellites
� we are able to
measure the bending angle� �� Due to the satellite motions� the whole atmosphere from
top to surface are scanned� obtaining a set of bending angles related to di�erent heights
in the atmosphere� Vertical electron density gradients at the top of the ionosphere F�
layer 	cf Figure ���
 will contribute to a net bending away from the Earth� but for rays
penetrating layers below the bulk of the ionosphere the total bending will usually be
towards the Earth as in Figure ���� Below the D�layer of the ionosphere the bending
is predominantly determined by the density and its vertical gradients in the neutral
atmosphere� increasing almost exponentially as we go down through the atmosphere�
For rays close to the surface the bending angle becomes ��� degrees depending on the
vertical gradients due to water vapor in the lowest part of the atmosphere� In the case
that one is only interested in the neutral atmosphere the scanned region is restricted
to the lowest ���� km of the atmosphere� In this region the GPS�MET Turbo�Rogue
receiver collects data at a �� Hz sampling rate� resulting in approximately ��� samples
with vertical spacings at the tangent points of � �� m or less� Such an occultation takes
about � minute�
In fact the observable is the phase path 	or optical path length
� not the bending

angle� Ideally the L� and L� phase path observables are given by the line integral of the
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Figure ��� Simplistic picture of the measurement� a� The vacuum case� the Doppler shift depends on
the relative velocities� including the incident angle� �� between the ray direction and the LEO satellite
velocity direction� b� If the ray is bend due to atmospheric refraction� the Doppler shift is a little
di�erent than expected from velocities only�

refractive index� �� along the ray paths between the GPS satellite and the LEO satellite�

L�  

Z
�	f�
ds� 	���a


L�  

Z
�	f�
ds� 	���b


where ds is an element of length along the ray paths� For microwave frequencies� in
the ionosphere the refractive index is less than unity and frequency dependent� while in
the neutral atmosphere it is larger than unity and does not depend on the frequency
	see equations 	��
 and 	���
 below
� In practice the GPS phase observables are only
determined to within a constant ambiguity bias being an integer number of wavelengths
�e�g�� Han and Rizos� ������ Fortunately only the phase change 	i�e�� the derivative of
the phase path during the occultation
 is in practice necessary to derive the bending
angle� and from there� the atmospheric parameters�
Without any atmosphere the measured phase change 	or Doppler shift
 would be

that due to the relative satellite motions only� With the atmosphere included� the
Doppler shift is a little di�erent due to refraction and bending� giving rise to a slightly
di�erent incident angle of the ray path at the LEO satellite 	Figure ��
� The di�erence
between the measured phase path 	assuming no phase ambiguities
 and the �vacuum�
phase path 	equal to the geometrical distance between the satellites� RLG
 is the excess
phase�� !Li 	i  �� �
�

!Li  Li �RLG� 	���


�A more complete term would be excess phase path� In the literature this quantity has been given
many di�erent names� Sometimes it is also termed the atmospheric phase delay or derivations thereof�
Rocken et al� 
���� use the term excess phase delay �due to the atmosphere and ionosphere	 or shortly
excess phase� In the paper in Appendix C��� it is shortly termed the phase delay� With this exception
it will throughout this thesis be termed the excess phase�
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For rays with tangent heights above the tropopause� the excess phase is negative due
to the penetration of ionospheric layers on both sides of the neutral atmosphere 	cf
Figure ���
� Depending on the integrated electron content along the ray paths� simu�
lations have shown that the size of the excess phase is usually of the order of �� m or
less� but may reach more than ��� m at upper altitudes in cases of a dense ionosphere
representative of daytime conditions during solar maximum� For rays penetrating the
lower atmosphere the e�ect from the neutral part of the atmosphere exceeds that of the
ionosphere� and the excess phase becomes positive around tropopause heights increasing
to a size of the order of � km for rays with tangent point heights close to the surface�
The derivative of the excess phase is the excess Doppler� From the excess Doppler and
the satellite positions and velocities the total bending angle can be found assuming that
the atmosphere is spherically symmetric 	Section ��� below
�

��� The Refractive Index and Refractivity

At microwave frequencies� the total refractive index� �� in the atmosphere is close to
unity� For this reason it is convenient to de�ne the refractivity� N � as

N  ���	�� �
� 	��


The atmospheric refractivity is related to the temperature� T �K�� the dry air pressure�
pd �hPa�� the partial pressure of water vapor� pw �hPa�� and the ionosphere electron
density� Ne �electrons�m

��� as

N  k�
pd
T
" k�

pw
T
" k�

pw
T �

� C
Ne

f�
� 	���


where k�� k�� k�� and C are constants� The three �rst terms on the right hand side of
	���
 are the contributions from the neutral atmosphere �Smith and Wientraub� �����
while the last term is the ionospheric contribution� Here we have only retained the �rst
order ionospheric contribution proportional to f��� f �Hz� being the signal frequency�
This term is derived from the more complex Appleton�Hartree dispersion relation giv�
ing the refractive index as a function of the electron plasma frequency 	depending on
the electron density
 and the electron cyclotron frequency 	depending on the ambient
magnetic �eld
 �e�g�� Budden� ������ However� higher order ionospheric terms 	as well
as the contribution from collisions and positive ion species in the ionosphere
 have only
limited in#uence at L�band frequencies �Melbourne et al�� ����� H�eg et al�� ����� 	see
also Appendix C��
� The values of the three constants 	k�  ����� � ���� K�hPa�
k�  ���� � ��� K�hPa� k�  ��� � ��� � ����� � ��� K��hPa
 has lately been given by
Bevis et al� ������ based on a compilation of previous experimental results� The constant
C  ���e�������me � ��� � ��� m�s�� is based on fundamental physical constants 	e
is the elementary charge� �� is the vacuum permitivity� and me is the electron mass
�
One more term� not included in 	���
� is a scattering term due to liquid water droplets
suspended in the atmosphere� For realistic suspensions of water or ice this term is small
in comparison with the terms included in 	���
 and is therefore neglected �Kursinski �
����� Kursinski et al�� ������
Since k� � k� and pw � pd� the second term in 	���
 is usually included in the �rst

term� resulting in the approximation

N  k�
p

T
" k�

pw
T �

�C
Ne

f�
� 	���
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Figure ��� The geometry of the occultation is assumed to be spherically symmetric� The impact
parameter is de�ned as the perpendicular distance between either of the ray asymptotes and the center
of refraction�

where p  pd"pw is the total pressure� To be more accurate the value of k� should then
be corrected accordingly �Smith and Wientraub� ����� and reduced by about �����
Since the GPS satellites are transmitting at two frequencies� the �rst order iono�

spheric e�ects on the bending angles may be eliminated to obtain neutral atmospheric
bending angles related to the neutral atmosphere refractivity only� Ignoring also the
water vapor contribution� which is a fair assumption at high latitudes� a simple relation
between refractivity and atmospheric pressure and temperature is then obtained�

N  k�
p

T
� 	���


Generally the water vapor in the lower troposphere can be neglected in regions colder
than ��� K �Kursinski et al�� ������ In the tropical troposphere 	���
 is not su$cient and
the derived temperature using 	���
 is therefore often denoted as the dry temperature�

��� The Abel Transform

In a spherically strati�ed medium there is a unique relation between the bending angle
and the refractive index as a function of radius� r� This relation can be derived from
Bouger�s rule for a spherically strati�ed medium and yields �e�g�� Fjeldbo et al�� �����

�	a
  ��a
Z �

r�

d ln��drp
��r� � a�

dr� 	���


where bending towards the Earth is counted positive� The bending angle is connected
to an impact parameter� a� which is an invariant for a given ray and can be de�ned
as the perpendicular distance between either of the ray asymptotes and the center of
refraction 	Figure ���
� The tangent radius� r�� is the radial distance from the center to
the tangent point� and is related to the impact parameter and the refractive index at
the tangent radius as

r�  
a

�	r�

� 	���


Having the bending angles as a function of impact parameters as measured from the
radio occultation data� we are interested in the refractive index as a function of altitude
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	radius
 in the atmosphere�an inverse problem� Fischbach ������ and Phinney and An�
derson ������ pointed out that there exists an analytic transform to this problem� and
that the solution is formally equivalent to the Herglotz�Wiechert method for interpreting
seismic data �e�g�� Aki and Richards� ������ The transform is in fact a special case of the
more general Abel transform� named for the nineteenth�century Norweigen mathemati�
cian� Niels Henrik Abel� In our case� the Abel transform�as derived by Fjeldbo et al�
�������results in

�	r�
  exp

�
�

�

Z �

a

�	x
p
x� � a�

dx

�
� 	���


Given an impact parameter� a� and the physical relation between bending angles and
impact parameters above that a� the refractive index can now be found directly at
the tangent radius subsequently calculated from 	���
� The validity of the spherical
symmetry assumption is discussed in Section ����

��� General Retrieval Methodology

As mentioned� the observables are the phase paths� L� and L�� at two frequencies
	equations 	���a
 and 	���b

� Since the ionosphere refractivity to �rst order is inverse
proportional to the frequency squared� the �rst order contribution from the ionosphere
can be eliminated to a certain extent by applying a linear combination of L� and L� at
the same time samples� to obtain the ionosphere corrected phase path� LC�

LC  
f��L� � f��L�

f�� � f��
� 	����


Because of the bending� the L� and the L� signals follow slightly di�erent paths and
are thus not experiencing the exact same environment� This� together with higher order
ionosphere terms gives rise to a residual still remaining after calibration using 	����
�
Better correction methods can be applied and is discussed in detail in Section ��� and
Appendix C��� For now� as an introductory outline of the processing chain� we shall
assume that we have been able to eliminate the entire contribution from the ionosphere
to obtain an ionosphere free phase path� LF�
A combination similar to 	����
 can be applied to the excess phases obtaining the

ionosphere corrected excess phase� !LC� or ideally the ionosphere free excess phase�
!LF� The ionosphere free excess phase 	or phase path
 is what we would measure had
there been no ionosphere at all� Theoretically the ionosphere free excess phase is always
positive and at the high altitude end it becomes very small� For rays with tangent points
at � �� km it is a few centimeter and at � �� km it is about � mm�less than the noise
level seen on GPS�MET data�
After deriving the excess Doppler� ! %LF� the bending angle as a function of the

impact parameter is found from the geometry of the occultation and the velocities of
the satellites 	Figure ���
� For each data sample� the impact parameter� a�assumed the
same for both the incident and the emergent ray�can be found by solving the following
equation �Melbourne et al�� ����� 	see Figure ��� for de�nitions of symbols
�

! %LF " %RLG �
�
j %&RLj cos�	a
 � j %&RGj cos		a


�
 � 	����
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Figure ��� The occultation geometry� de�ning various parameters used in the text� ��RL and ��RG are the
projections of the satellite velocities into the occultation plane� de�ned by the position of the satellites
and the center of refraction �adapted from 
Melbourne et al�� ����	�

with

�	a
  
 � arcsin
�

a

j &RLj
�
�

		a
  	� � �
� arcsin
�

a

j &RGj
�
�

The bending angle� �� for that a� is then given by

�  '� arccos
�

a

j &RLj
�
� arccos

�
a

j &RGj
�
� 	����


In these equations� the refractivity at the satellites has been neglected��
Having the relationship �	a
 for all samples� equation 	���
 directly gives the refrac�

tive index at the tangent point altitudes� At this point in the processing it becomes
a practical problem to apply equation 	���
 since our measurements of bending angles
does not reach to in�nity� and even at high altitudes� where we do have measurements�
they may be useless due to random errors and ionosphere residuals� This problem is
dealt with by extrapolating bending angles or using statistical optimization techniques
where a model bending angle pro�le gradually replaces the data pro�le above some spec�
i�ed altitude depending on the noise level �Sokolovskiy and Hunt � ����� Hocke� �����
Gorbunov and Gurvich� ����a��
Proceeding to derive dry pressure� and dry temperature� we assume ideal gas be�

havior� from which it follows that the dry air density� �� is proportional to the dry air

�Using the ionosphere free phase and thus obtaining neutral atmospheric bending angles� this is a
very good approximation� However� the same equations can in principle be applied to �nd the real
bending angles for each of the two frequencies� by inserting Li �i � �� �	 instead of LF in �����	� In that
case� depending on the orbit altitude and the ionospheric conditions� the approximation of neglecting
the refractivity at the LEO satellite is less accurate� and has been discussed in some detail by Hajj and

Romans 
�����
�Here the dry pressure is not generally the same as the partial pressure of dry air� pd� as de�ned in

Section ���� but is merely the analogue to the dry temperature� Only under dry air conditions� the dry

pressure and the �partial	 pressure of dry air is the same�
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refractivity 	equation ���
� From the dry air density pro�le� pressure� p� as a function
of altitude� h� is generated by applying the hydrostatic equilibrium assumption�

p	h
  

Z �

R�h
�	r
g	r
dr� 	���


where R is the radial distance from the center of refraction to the Earth�s surface at the
tangent point location� and g	r
 is the gravitational acceleration pro�le at this location�
Finally the equation of state is applied once again to obtain temperature�

T 	h
  
p	h


Rd�	h

� 	����


Rd being the gas constant for dry air�
The temperature obtained in this way is a very good estimate of the real temperature

in regions where the water vapor term 	second term of equation 	���

 has only little
in#uence on the total refractivity� This is not generally the case in tropical regions at tro�
pospheric heights� Then the dry temperature will underestimate the real temperature�
As a consequence� in moist regions the water vapor pressure may be found if auxiliary
information of the real temperature is available� From 	���
 it follows 	disregarding the
ionosphere term which is assumed eliminated
 that

pw  T �N � k�p�T

k�
� 	����


Here T denotes the auxiliary temperature while N is the refractivity measured from the
occultation data� The total pressure� p� may be obtained either from auxiliary sources
also� or the hydrostatic equation may be invoked to get the relation between tempera�
ture� pressure and moisture� This latter approach becomes an iterative procedure� and
methods for water vapor retrieval using such schemes has been elaborated by Gorbunov
et al� �����b� and O�Sullivan et al� �������
In principle� if occultation data are taken at altitudes up to well above the F�layer

peak� the Abel transform solution can be applied to obtain an ionosphere refractive
index pro�le� from which the electron density may easily be derived �Hajj and Romans�
������ However� since it takes a much longer time 	� �� minutes
 to collect the occul�
tation data at all heights in the ionosphere and because the ionosphere may have large
horizontal variations over the range of the occultation� the method� assuming spherical
symmetry� may give spurious results like negative electron densities �Hardy et al�� �����
H�eg et al�� ������ Therefore� the ionosphere occultation data cannot in general be
used to obtain very precise vertical electron density pro�les without using constraints
related to a priori knowledge�better than the spherical symmetry assumption�about
the ionosphere electron density distribution�
In this thesis we shall concentrate on the retrieval scheme going from excess phases

to dry temperature pro�les� Thus� water vapor retrieval in the troposphere� needing
auxiliary information� and electron density retrieval in the ionosphere� also requiring
auxiliary information of some kind to generally obtain reliable results� are not considered
in detail�
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Error Sources and Resolution

All measurements� and derived parameters from a set of measurements� are subject
to errors� This� of course� is also the case for the occultation measurements and the
derivation of the atmospheric parameters� When presenting results they should always
be accompanied by an error assessment� Such an assessment is based on the knowledge
of the measurement errors and the way these errors propagate through the processing
chain� In addition� retrieval errors� due to approximations and insu$cient knowledge
from the data� are introduced during the processing�
Another important issue is the spatial resolution of the measurements� Along with

the result and the accuracy there should be some information about the vertical and
horizontal resolution� If occultation data are to be assimilated into NWP models� the
vertical and horizontal error correlations will also be of relevance�

��� Double Di�erencing

Equations 	���a
 and 	���b
 are idealistic representations of the phase observables� More
accurately a GPS phase observable can be written as

L  

Z
�ds"! �B 	���


where ! is a clock error due to instabilities and drifts of the frequency oscillators in
the GPS and LEO receivers� and B is the phase ambiguity bias being an integer number
of wavelengths� Embedded in the clock error is also the intentional modulation of the
GPS satellite clock�named Selective Availability 	SA
�which has been incorporated
in the GPS for military security reasons� As mentioned� it is not necessary to know the
ambiguity bias on the GPS�LEO link since it is a constant during the whole occultation
	disregarding cycle�slips
 and we only need the derivative of the phase to calculate the
bending angles� The clock error and the SA� however� has to be removed� This can be
done by various di�erencing techniques �Hardy et al�� ����� Kursinski et al�� ������ of
which double di�erencing is the most e�ective and is the one used in the GPS�MET
experiment �Rocken et al�� ������ Double di�erencing involves one more GPS satellite
besides the occulting one� as well as a ground station� The LEO satellite has to be
able to see the two GPS satellites simultaneously� while these are able to see the ground
station� The technique then eliminates the LEO and GPS clock errors and the SA�
The drawback of using the double di�erencing technique is random and local multi�
path error magni�cation� as well as the introduction of tropospherically induced errors

�
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Figure ��� Measured excess phases as a function of time for GPS�MET occultation no� ��� day ����
���� �UCAR data	� Only the �rst part of the setting occultation� corresponding to heights above
� �� km ��� s	� is shown� The absolute level on the ordinate is o� due to the arbitrary setting of the
�rst point in the dataset �equals � m for UCAR data	�

on the GPS�ground links �Hardy et al�� ����� Kursinski et al�� ������ The Russian
GLONASS does not have something similar to SA� and it is likely that such a thing will
never be implemented �Seeber � ����� Without the SA it can be advantageous to not
di�erence� depending on the magnitude of the clock error relative to the ampli�cation
and introduction of other errors in the double di�erencing procedure �Kursinski et al��
������

��� Random Errors

Generally� measurement errors can be classi�ed as either random 	statistical
� systematic
or illegitimate �Mathiesen� ������ Random errors in the occultation experiment include
thermal noise in the LEO and ground receivers as well as�depending on the di�erencing
technique�clock instabilities or tropospheric noise introduced on ground di�erencing
links �Hardy et al�� ����� Kursinski et al�� ������ For the GPS occultations� random
errors are also introduced depending on whether Anti Spoo�ng 	AS
 is turned on or
o�� Anti Spoo�ng is an intentional encryption of the GPS signal code used�like the
SA�to degrade the accuracy for non�authorized users� When AS is o�� the present
receiver used in the GPS�MET experiment gives phase errors less than one millimeter�
the errors being uncorrelated between successive samples �Kursinski et al�� ������ When
AS is on� the L� phase noise increases substantially for the current GPS�MET receiver
�Hajj et al�� ����� Rocken et al�� ������ For the GPS�MET experiment the AS was turned
o� in periods named �prime�time�� where also the MicroLab�� satellite was oriented so
that GPS satellites were occulted in the aft or anti velocity direction toward Earth�s
limb �Rocken et al�� ������ All data used in this thesis are from such prime�time periods�
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Thermal noise depends on signal strength� background radiation� and receiver hard�
ware� Clock instabilities and tropospheric propagation noise on the GPS�ground links
gives only small errors �Hardy et al�� ����� Kursinski et al�� ������ but additionally� a rel�
atively large noise� apparently uncorrelated between successive data samples� but highly
correlated between the L� and L� signals� is seen on the GPS�MET data� Figure ���
shows such an example where only the uppermost part of an occultation� corresponding
to ray path tangent heights between ��� km and � km� is shown� L� and L� denote the
phase measurements for each of the two frequencies� while LC denotes the ionosphere
corrected phase path using equation 	����
� The L��L� correlation is very clear in this
example and the noise seems to be of the order of � cm� Most occultations have less
noise than this� and often the L��L� correlation is less conspicuous� The source of this
L��L� correlated error is not known for sure� but it may be due to residual errors from
the LEO satellite clock calibration in the double di�erencing scheme 	E� Robert Kursin�
ski� personal communication� ����
� All of these errors are considered random and they
are collectively referred to as measurement noise� An analysis of how measurement
noise propagates through the processing chain from excess phase to dry temperature is
presented in Chapter �

��� Systematic Errors

Systematic errors in the measurements�assuming that clocks and SA has been cali�
brated by the double di�erencing technique�are due to local multi�path and inaccu�
racies in orbit ephemerides� These errors are highly correlated over the course of an
observation� and can� in principle�having precise knowledge about them�be reduced
to below signi�cance�
Local multi�path occurs when part of the signal coming into the receiving antenna is

scattered o� from structures in the vicinity of the antenna� The e�ect on the occultation
phase path due to local multi�path at the ground station�via the double di�erencing
scheme�was simulated by Hardy et al� ������ as a � mm sine curve with a period of
�� seconds� Local multi�path at the LEO was simulated as a shorter period oscilla�
tion 	� �� s
 varying in amplitude� and being of order � mm� Kursinski et al� ������
simulated LEO local multi�path by a low frequency spectrum ranging ����� Hz and
with an uniform RMS phase error of �� mm� representative of expected values for broad
beam antennas� They found that such an error may be the limiting error in retrieved
atmospheric parameters in the stratosphere under otherwise excellent conditions� Lo�
cal multi�path may be reduced by using more directional antennas� or if the re#ecting
structures near the antenna is known� the multi�path signal may be modeled and then
removed or minimized in the data processing�
Position errors�primarily in the radial direction�mostly a�ect the determination

of the ray path tangent altitude� while velocity errors�primarily the component along
the ray path�a�ects the measured Doppler shift �Kursinski et al�� ������ For the
GPS�MET� comparisons between di�erent orbit determination methods� indicate that
LEO receiver positions can be estimated to within about � m� while velocity accura�
cies are of the order of � mm�s or less �Bertiger et al�� ����� Schreiner � ����� Lemoine
et al�� ������ However� the precision�based on internal orbit overlap measurements�
has been measured to only about � cm and ���� mm�s for LEO receiver radial positions
and along ray velocities� respectively �Bertiger and Wu� ������ The determination of
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the GPS ephemerides can be done to the same order of magnitudes� In a simulation
study� Kirchengast ������ investigated the e�ects of di�erent errors of the ephemerides
and found that radial position errors of up to �� m have no signi�cant e�ect on dry
temperature retrievals� On the other hand� along ray velocity errors of� e�g�� � mm�s
resulted in an error in temperature of � K at �� km and about � K at � km� For a
velocity error of ���� mm�s he found that the temperature error stayed within � K up to
about �� km altitude� Similar results have been obtained by H�eg et al� ������ using the
same simulation software� Kursinski et al� ������ also estimated the e�ect on retrievals
of a ���� mm�s velocity error and found fractional errors of refractivity� pressure� and
temperature less than ���� below �� km�
Relativistic e�ects due to gravitational potential di�erences and the satellite veloci�

ties should be eliminated to retrieve bending angles to better than �� � accuracy above
� km altitude �Vorob�ev and Krasil�nikova� ����� Kursinski � ������ Having the above
mentioned accuracy of the satellite ephemerides� such a correction is possible to a very
high degree so that residual relativistic e�ects can be considered negligible�
Systematic errors are also introduced via the retrieval procedure� Besides measure�

ment noise� di�erent retrieval errors are the ones generally having the largest impact on
the atmospheric parameters obtained� The most signi�cant retrieval errors are� iono�
sphere calibration errors� upper altitude boundary errors� errors due to the assumption
of spherical symmetry not being accurate� and errors induced by atmospheric multi�
path and di�raction if not properly corrected for� To this comes other minor retrieval
errors like refractivity constant uncertainties and non�ideal gas behavior� These latter
errors does not contribute signi�cantly in comparison with the other retrieval errors just
mentioned �Kursinski et al�� ������
The temperature�water vapor ambiguity is not really an error source when speaking

of refractivity or dry temperature� It is only when the dry temperature is interpreted
as the real temperature that the temperature�water vapor ambiguity can be considered
a retrieval error� However� the water vapor in the atmosphere indirectly causes errors
in retrieved dry temperature through horizontal variations� and through multi�path
and di�raction e�ects if not properly removed� Atmospheric multi�path and di�raction
e�ects can be removed� or at least mitigated� using the di�raction correction�back�
propagation method �Karayel and Hinson� ����� Gorbunov and Gurvich� ����b��
Ionosphere calibration errors and errors due to the assumption of spherical symmetry

not being accurate are dealt with in more detail in Chapter ��

��� Illegitimate Errors

An obvious example of illegitimate measurement errors are the errors produced by cycle�
slips in the phase measurements� In the occultation experiment the sampling rate is so
high that cycle�slips often result in illegitimate errors over the range of several samples�
and sometimes in the troposphere it results in permanent loss of track�
An illustrative example of a cycle�slip in GPS�MET data is shown in Figure ����

In this example the cycle�slip is happening at the bottom of the ionosphere at about
��� s into the occultation� corresponding to a ray tangent altitude of about ����� km�
The cycle�slip is evidently happening on the L� phase path� and carried on to the
ionosphere corrected phase path� LC� There is no cycle�slip on L�� To judge from the
L� and L� signatures� this could very well be a vertical region of atmospheric multi�
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Figure ���Measured excess phases as a function of time for GPS�MET occultation no� �� day ���� ����
�UCAR data	� Only the �rst part of the setting occultation� corresponding to heights above � �� km
��� s	 is shown� The absolute level on the ordinate is o� due to the arbitrary setting of the �rst point
in the dataset �equals � m for UCAR data	�

path propagation� where the receiver is measuring the combined signal from three or
more propagation paths� The cycle�slip on L� is then triggered by the rapid phase
variations happening in this region caused by sharp vertical electron density gradients
at the bottom of the ionosphere� For multiple paths to occur it requires some very strong
vertical gradients� and since the electron density itself is quite small at these altitudes it
is a bit surprising to see such a strong signature� A sporadic�E layer could perhaps be
the origin of such gradients� but usually sporadic�E layers are reported at heights above
��� km� However� the judgment that these really are multi�path signatures� is based
also on the amplitude signatures 	not shown
 and on the fact that similar signatures
are seen on the results of numerical simulations of tropospheric multi�path propagation
published by Gorbunov and Gurvich �����a�� as well as on the results of multi�path ray
tracing simulations 	though also concentrating on the troposphere region
 performed by
the author�
Although cycle�slips are relatively rare in the upper part of the occultation� they

are indeed expected to occur more frequently in the lower troposphere� especially in
tropical regions where atmospheric multi�path is caused by strong vertical gradients in
the water vapor distribution �Gorbunov and Gurvich� ����b�� The GPS receiver used in
the proof�of�concept GPS�MET experiment� has problems tracking the signal in such
regions because of the strong oscillations and low magnitude of the signal� Gorbunov
and Gurvich �����b� �nds only a few GPS�MET occultations where the low�tropospheric
signal looks reasonable�
Cycle�slips and large sections of the data where tracking has failed should be removed�

having some criteria for their removal� This subject has been dealt with in detail by
Steiner et al� ������ correcting for �data runaways� by a �sigma level rejection criteria
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and using an extrapolation method of L��L� Doppler shifts below ���� km to obtain
more reliable L� data 	based on the L� and the extrapolated L��L� data
 at these
altitudes�

��� Vertical Resolution

The vertical resolution is limited by measurement noise� di�raction� and horizontal at�
mospheric inhomogeneities �Rocken et al�� ������ In regions in the lower troposphere
atmospheric multi�path propagation may occur which also will limit the accuracy and
resolution of the retrieved atmospheric pro�les�
The limitation by di�raction is determined by the diameter of the �rst Fresnel zone

�Melbourne et al�� ����� Kursinski et al�� ����� given by

zF  �

s
�D

��D d�
dh

� 	���


where � is the wavelength of the signal� D is the reduced distance given by 	��DL "
��DG


��� where DL and DG are the distances from the LEO and the GPS satellite�
respectively� to the tangent point� For the GPS�MET� zF is about ��� km in the strato�
sphere decreasing to about ��� km in the lower troposphere�
Fresnel di�raction theory and back�propagation of the signal to a region nearer the

tangent point can reduce the Fresnel diameter and thereby the vertical resolution limit
�Melbourne et al�� ����� Karayel and Hinson� ����� Gorbunov and Gurvich� ����b�� At
the same time such methods corrects� or at least mitigates� the e�ects of multi�path
propagation� Mortensen et al� ������ have shown that theoretically� back�propagation
can reduce the vertical resolution limit to ������� m�

��� Horizontal Resolution

The horizontal resolution is very di$cult to asses in the occultation experiment since
the measurement is an integrated e�ect over the entire ray path between the satellites�
However� most of the bending occurs over approximately ��� km of the path� centered
at the tangent point �H�eg et al�� ������ The subject has been studied in more detail by
Ahmad and Tyler �����a� �nding that the horizontal extent of signi�cant contributions
is of the order �

p
���r�Hs centered at the tangent point� where Hs is the atmospheric

scale height� Putting in numbers 	r�  ���� km� Hs  � km
 gives � ��� km�
Taking into account the sphericity of the atmosphere� the �rst Fresnel diameter� zF�

which limit the vertical resolution can be used to de�ne a horizontal resolution at the
tangent point as

DF  �
p
�r�zF� 	��


If zF � r�� DF is approximately the horizontal width of a spherical shell having the
thickness equal to the �rst Fresnel diameter� For zF  � km we get DF � ��� km�
During the occultation the tangent points are drifting horizontally due to the satellite

motion� giving di�erent tangent point locations at di�erent heights� This horizontal drift
may become as large as �� km during the lowest �� km of ray path descend �Kursinski
et al�� ������
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Random Error Propagation

In this chapter the random error propagation from excess phase to dry temperature is
investigated� It is assumed that the measurements are free of systematic errors and
that the measurement noise can be regarded as statistically independent from sample to
sample� Furthermore it is assumed that the errors are random and Gaussian�distributed�
Figure ��� indicates that this is a good assumption at least in the upper part of the excess
phase�time series� A Fourier analysis of the �#at� part of the LC curve in a few examples
showed that the noise to a good approximation can be regarded as being �white��
The following error propagation analysis takes the starting point in the ionosphere�

free excess phase� i�e�� assuming that the ionosphere contribution has been eliminated�
Correction of the ionosphere� using the dual�frequency combination 	����
 	or a similar
combination using bending angles 	see Section ���

� will amplify uncorrelated errors
on the L� and L� phases 	bending angles
 by a factor of about  on the resulting LC
phase 	bending angle
� As already shown 	Figure ���
 GPS�MET data are not neces�
sarily uncorrelated between L� and L� phases� and for that example there is almost no
ampli�cation� To simplify things� such an ampli�cation factor is therefore disregarded�
but can in principle always be multiplied at the end�
Generally� error covariance matrices of bending angles� refractivity� or temperature

are important for assimilation of the data into NWP models 	depending on what to be
assimilated
� However� one of the most in#uent error sources in the lower atmosphere�
namely the e�ects of horizontal gradients �Kursinski et al�� ������ will invalidate the
vertical correlations as found by the error covariance analysis� It is not clear how to
take this e�ect into account� except maybe by numerical simulations� For simplicity we
shall only look at the error propagation and the resulting vertical correlations arising in a
spherical symmetric atmosphere� The e�ects of horizontal gradients on the temperature
pro�les are investigated in more detail in Section ����
Another source of error in the lower atmosphere� if not corrected for� is di�raction

e�ects and atmospheric multi�path propagation� As already mentioned it is possible� at
least theoretically� to eliminate or mitigate these e�ects by applying e�g�� the di�raction
correction�back�propagation method �Karayel and Hinson� ����� Gorbunov and Gur�
vich� ����b�� However� in the following error analysis this is not considered� and we
shall concentrate on the approach normally used in the geometrical optics approxima�
tion�

��
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��� Error Covariance Analysis

Error covariance analyses have earlier been carried out for the occultation measurements
of temperature pro�les of Mars and Venus �Stewart and Hogan� ���� Lipa and Tyler �
������ Recently it has been done for the GPS�MET experiment also �Feng and Herman�
������ However� the work of Stewart and Hogan ����� did not take the refractive
bending into account� which is necessary in the lower part of the Earth�s atmosphere�
The works of Lipa and Tyler ������ and Feng and Herman ������ treat the impact
parameter as a dependent variable when propagating errors through the Abel transform�
whereas it would be more appropriate to treat it as an independent variable and thus
transform the errors obtained in the impact parameter to errors on the bending angle�
This idea is followed here and is to be elaborated in the subsections below�
To shortly summarize the principles of error propagation using covariance analysis�

let x  	x�� x�� � � � � xn

T 	with T denoting the matrix transpose
 be a set of measure�

ments with �true� mean values &xi 	i  �� �� � � � � n
 and errors �xi  xi � &xi� The error
covariance matrix is then given by

Cx  

�
BBB�

X�� X�� � � � X�n

X�� � � � X�n
���

Xn� � � � Xnn

�
CCCA � 	��


where Xij  h�xi�xji is the error covariance between the i�th and the j�th measurement�
and hi denotes the statistical mean� We may also write 	��
 as

Cx  h�x �xTi� 	��


If a derived set of measurements� y	x
� are connected to x via a linear relation

y  Ax� 	�


and if the independent variable connected to the i�s of the measurements 	e�g�� time
 is
the same for y as for x� then

�y  A��x 	��


with A�  A� If the relation is not linear A� is di�erent from A� Then� using Taylor
expansion around the mean� &x� and on condition that k�xk � k&xk� 	��
 is valid to �rst
order with

A�  

�
BBB�

�y���x� �y���x� � � � �y���xn
�y���x� � � � �y���xn

���
�yn��x� � � � �yn��xn

�
CCCA
x	
x

� 	��


However� if the independent variable changes non�linearly in going from x to y 	e�g��
from the time domain to the impact parameter domain
� as will be shown in some of
the following subsections� A� will have to be derived by other means� In any case� the
error covariance matrix for y� having matrix elements Yij  h�yi�yji� is given by

Cy  h�y �yTi
 A�CxA

�T�
	��
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From the error covariance matrix the standard deviation of measurement yi is given by

�i  
p
Yii� 	��


and the error correlation between measurements yi and yj is

cij  
Yij
�i�j

� 	��


����� Excess Phase Filtering

The �rst step in the processing chain is a low pass �ltering� High frequency noise� if
not reduced� eventually results in large amplitude oscillations in retrieved temperature
in the stratosphere and above� To obtain a solution of the temperature pro�le that
are within ��� K at ���� km altitude� some kind of smoothing is necessary at the
high altitude end� When no di�raction correction�back propagation is applied� data
smoothing in the low altitude end should be performed to reduce di�raction e�ects and
mitigate signatures resulting from atmospheric multi�path propagation�
Here we shall follow an approach suggested by Feng and Herman ������� using con�

ventional regularization 	also termed constrained linear inversion
 to smooth the data�
This approach makes it particularly easy to calculate the resulting error covariance ma�
trix of the smoothed excess phase data� given the error covariance of the unsmoothed
data� Generally� a linear inverse problem with regularization may be formulated as
minimizing

f�	x
  kAx� yk� " �kSxk� 	��


with respect to the unknown �model� vector x �e�g�� Twomey � ������ In 	��
 A is
a matrix representing the linear relationship between the �model� vector� x� and the
�data� vector� y� The smoothing matrix� S� is usually an n�th order di�erence operator�
and � is a regularization parameter� Minimizing 	��
 is formally equivalent to solve for
x� the matrix equation

	ATA" �STS
x  ATy� 	���


In the special case whereA  I is the unity matrix of a dimension equal to the dimension
of y� the �model�� x� becomes a smoothed version of of the unsmoothed �data� y� Now�
let y  L be our excess phase�time series� and x  (L the desired smoothed version of
the excess phase data� In this case 	���
 leads to the solution

(L  	I" �STS
��L� 	���


The matrix S is here chosen to be a third di�erence operator� i�e��

S  

�
BBB�
��  � � � � � � �
� ��  � � � � � �

� � �
� � �

� � � � ��  � �

�
CCCA � 	���


�For convenience we shall here denote the excess phase by the symbol L� although in Section ����
L was used to denote the phase path �or optical path length	� In this section only the excess phase is
discussed� giving no cause for confusion�
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Figure ��� The L�curve for �� Hz excess phase data contaminated with random� Gaussian�distributed
noise with a standard deviation �L � � mm� Numbers by the curve refer to the value of �� The inset
shows the L�curve corner in greater detail�

an 	n � 
 � n matrix� where n is the dimension of L� i�e� the number of data points�
If �  �� then (L  L� meaning no smoothing at all� On the other hand� as ��	 the
second term in 	��
 dominates and the smoothed solution will approach that quadratic
which gives the best �t to the unsmoothed data 	probably not a very good �t
� Thus� �
controls the degree of smoothing and it should not be too small� neither should it be too
large� For a proper value of �� the solution 	���
 is in some sense a solution that �ts the
original data well� and at the same time minimizes the sum of the third derivatives� The
regularization parameter determines the relative weighting between these two quests�

Feng and Herman ������ used a more general expression allowing for di�erent degrees
of smoothing in di�erent regions of the data set� This might be useful because the
refractivity at high altitudes decreases nearly exponentially�and so does the relative
accuracy�and a lower standard deviation may be preferable at the expense of a coarser
vertical resolution� In the lower part of the atmosphere the signal is subject to large
bending and defocusing resulting in a lower signal�to�noise ratio� and the original excess
phase data will therefore have a larger error at these altitudes� in principle suggesting
more smoothing there also� However� as we shall see� the lower signal�to�noise ratio
due to the defocusing is not the limiting error source in the troposphere� and it may
therefore be preferable to have less smoothing to achieve the highest vertical resolution
possible �Melbourne et al�� ������
Here we shall keep it simple� and apply a constant value of � to the whole data

set� In fact� for a particular data set� one may try to �nd an optimum value of � based
on the so�called L�curve �Hansen� ������ To demonstrate� the L�curve for a simulated
excess phase data set containing n  �� samples 	�� Hz
� was constructed� The excess
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Figure ��� The residual norm and the third di�erence norm against � for the case of �L � � mm� and
the case of �no noise��

phase data were obtained using high accuracy ray�tracing through a smooth �D model
	independent of latitude and longitude
 of the neutral atmosphere� Random� Gaussian�
distributed noise with a standard deviation of  mm was then added to the synthetic
excess phase data� and 	���
 was solved for di�erent values of � ranging ����������
Figure �� displays the mean of the third di�erence norm� kS(Lk�pn� � against the
mean of the residual norm� k(L� Lk�pn� on a log�log scale�
On the vertical part of the L�curve increasing values of � give smoother solutions

while the residual remains less than the standard deviation 	 mm
� The horizontal
part of the L�curve corresponds to over�smoothing� since here the residual exceeds the
standard deviation� Theoretically an optimum value of � should be found at the corner
of the L�curve �Hansen� ������ However� a wide range of ��values lump together at the
corner� and a unique corner value may be di$cult to de�ne� Looking at the inset of
Figure �� it becomes clear that a value close to ��� corresponds to the� in this case
known� standard deviation� The exact value is not that important� however the value of
� here should not be chosen larger than � ��� to avoid over�smoothing� In general 	for
ill�posed inverse problems
� the solution may become too smooth taking the optimum
value and better results can often be obtained by taking a smaller value of � �Turchin
and Nozik � ������ Since we are here not even dealing with an ill�posed inverse problem�
but merely try to reduce the high frequency noise in a data set� no real harm is done in
choosing a smaller value of �� we will just obtain a less smooth solution�
Another illustrative way to display the e�ect of di�erent ��values on the smoothed

solution is to plot both norms 	kS(Lk�pn�  and k(L�Lk�pn
 against �� This is done in
Figure ��� where also the case of �no noise� is plotted� For small values of � 	� ����

the residual norm increases for increasing �� while the third di�erence norm remains
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almost constant at a high �noisy� value� At about �  � 	apparently independent of the
noise level
 the residual norm meets a plateau� corresponding to the standard deviation
of the noise� and lasting several orders of magnitude until over�smoothing increases the
residual norm again� The third di�erence norm for � � ���� falls to a plateau of about
��� �m� independent of the noise level� At very high values of � 	not shown
 the third
di�erence norm starts decreasing again� Figure �� reveals that also the �no noise� case
is contaminated with noise� although much less than the superimposed noise 	�� �m
versus  mm
� This small noise comes from numerical uncertainties in the computation
of the synthetic phase data� and the curve gives� as a by�product� an indication of the
ray�tracing precision 	� � �m
�
It is obvious that the optimum value of � depends on the noise level� For GPS�MET

occultations the noise level in the high altitude end is of the order of a few millimeter�
increasing at lower altitudes due to di�raction e�ects and a decreasing signal�to�noise
ratio resulting from signal defocusing� In the following error propagation analysis we
will assume� as a starting point� that the random error on the excess phase data is
Gaussian�distributed� uncorrelated� and with a constant standard deviation of  mm�
The error covariance matrix for the phase data is thus diagonal�
Handling matrices of dimension ����� is very time consuming� even on a rela�

tively fast work�station� and the analysis has therefore been carried out assuming �� Hz
data instead of �� Hz data� Reducing the sampling rate from �� Hz to �� Hz 	taking
the mean of every � samples
� obtaining a new uncorrelated time�series� allows for a
reduction of the standard deviation by a factor of

p
�� Thus� the initial error covari�

ance matrix for the phase data� CL� is a ����� matrix with diagonal entries equal to
��� mm�� The �� samples of the phase data corresponds to altitudes from the Earth�s
surface and up to ��� km�
When the sample rate is reduced to �� Hz the optimum value of � is di�erent� partly

because we have reduced the standard deviation accordingly� and partly because the
optimum value generally depends on the number of data samples� Figure � shows
the L�curve corner for the �� Hz data set 	n  ��
� and the optimum ��value in this
case is seen to be somewhere between ��� and ���� However� still it is no violation
to choose a smaller value� For illustration� the following analysis is based on �  ���

although this corresponds to a very coarse vertical resolution� and such a high degree
of smoothing is not necessary in the lower part of the atmosphere� In the tropopause
and the troposphere a value of �� is more appropriate and is more concordant with the
inherent limitation on the vertical resolution given by the �rst Fresnel diameter�
Introducing the linear �lter operator�

F  	I" �STS
��  

�
BBB�

F�� F�� � � � F�n
F�� � � � F�n
���

Fn� � � � Fnn

�
CCCA � 	��


it follows directly from 	���
 that an error in the i�th data point of the smoothed
solution� � (Li� may be written as

� (Li  
nX

j	�

Fij�Lj � 	���
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Figure ��� The corner of the L�curve for �� Hz excess phase data contaminated with random� Gaussian�
distributed noise with a standard deviation �L �

p
��� mm� The numbers by the curve refer to the

value of the regularization parameter� ��

where �Lj is the stochastic error at the j�th data point of the noisy excess phase�time
series� Consequently the error covariance matrix for the smoothed data is given by

C�L  FCLF
T� 	���


Figure �� displays the correlation coe$cient of one point in the smoothed data with the
rest of the data set using the initial covariance matrix� CL� with parameters as described
above 	n  ��� �L  

p
��� mm � ��� mm� �  ���
� The standard deviation of the

smoothed data is equal to the square root of the diagonal elements of C�L� found to be
��L � �� mm at most points except near the end points where it becomes larger�
The correlation scale of Figure �� also gives an indication of the smearing or resolu�

tion� which corresponds to about � s� In the upper atmosphere� where only little bending
occurs this maps into a vertical resolution of about �� km depending on the descending
rate of the tangent point� being about  km�s for a GPS�MET aft�looking occultation�
In the troposphere the resolution becomes �ner because of signal defocusing� and � s
close to the surface corresponds to about ��� km� As mentioned above� this is much
coarser than the �rst Fresnel diameter� and this high degree of smoothing is only used
in this analysis for illustration� Using �  �� instead of �  ��� for �� Hz data� the
vertical resolution improves by a factor of about � and the standard deviation becomes
about ���� mm�

����� Excess Doppler

The second step is a numerical di�erentiation of the excess phase data to obtain the
excess Doppler 	having the dimension m�s
� Here we shall use the three point �nite
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Figure ��� Excess phase correlation coe�cient for a smoothed �� Hz data set using � � ���� Only the
correlation between one point �where the correlation coe�cient rises to one	 and the remainder of the
excess phase�time series is shown� A similar correlation exists around any other point in the data set�
except at each end where end�point e�ects interfere�

di�erence scheme�

%Li �
(Li�� � (Li��

�!t
� 	���


where !t is the sample time interval� Although such a scheme ampli�es high frequency
noise� there is no danger in using it here� since high frequency noise has already been
eliminated� or greatly reduced� in the previous processing step� In fact� 	���
 is only
a valid approximation as long as the discretization error� proportional to the third
derivative of the excess phase� is small enough� This will generally not be the case in
the high altitude end of the excess phase data 	where the �true� excess phase becomes
comparable to the noise level
 if some kind of smoothing is not applied before or in
concert with the Doppler calculation�
In matrix notation the derivative operator takes the form

D  
�

�!t

�
BBBBBBB�

�� � � � � � � �
�� � � � � � � �
� �� � � � � � �

� � �
� � �

� � � � �� � �
� � � � � �� �

�
CCCCCCCA
� 	���


where the two end�points has to be treated a little di�erently using an asymmetric two
point di�erence scheme� The excess Doppler�time series is now given by

%L  D(L� 	���
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Figure ��� Excess Doppler correlation coe�cient using the �nite di�erence scheme �����	� Only the
correlation between one point �where the correlation coe�cient rises to one	 and the remainder of the
Doppler�time series is shown� A similar correlation exists around any other point in the data set� except
at each end where end�point e�ects interfere�

and since this is a linear operation� the error covariance matrix for the excess Doppler
can be calculated as

C L  DC�LD
T� 	���


Figure �� shows the correlation coe$cient of one point in the excess Doppler data
with the rest of the data set� We notice the enhancement of a negative correlation
of near neighboring points due to the di�erentiation� The standard deviation of the
excess Doppler extracted from the diagonal of the covariance matrix is almost constant
at all points� � L � ��� mm�s� except near the end points� If using �  �� instead of
�  ��� in the previous smoothing process� the standard deviation of the excess Doppler
becomes about ��� mm�s� This relatively larger standard deviation 	compared to the
ratio between the �L values for �  �� vs �  ��� in the previous subsection
 is a
consequence of the smaller error correlation between samples when using �  ���

����� Bending Angles

Calculation of bending angles from the excess Doppler as outlined in Section ���� involves
an iterative process� Thus� the operation is mildly non�linear� However� assuming
circular satellite orbits 	which is a good assumption for the GPS satellites and for the
MicroLab�� satellite carrying the GPS�MET experiment
 it is possible to come up with
a simple linear relation between bending angle and excess Doppler which is accurate�
also in the lower troposphere� to within �� �Melbourne et al�� ������

� � �
�
da�
dt

���
%L� 	���
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Figure ��� Illustration of the �true� atmospheric relation between bending angles and impact parame�
ters �solid curve	� and the relation for a measurement taken at a speci�c time where the bending angle
and the impact parameter are connected via equation �����	 �dashed curve	� A given measurement� for
a given time tag in the occultation� is denoted by the � on the dashed curve�

where a� is the vacuum impact parameter� i�e�� the perpendicular distance from the
center of refraction to the straight line connecting the GNSS� and LEO satellites� The
rate� da��dt� which for a GPS�MET aft�looking occultation amounts to about  km�s�
depends purely on the geometry of the occultation� Consequently an error in bending
angle� resulting from an error in the excess Doppler� is given by

�t� � �
�
da�
dt

���
�t %L� 	���


The subscript� t� is to emphasize that the errors are related to a speci�c time sample�
which will be elaborated below� It has been assumed that there is no error in the
determination of a� and its derivative� i�e�� the satellite orbits are known with a very
high accuracy�
Bending angle is normally expressed as a function of the impact parameter� a� not

the time� In practice� a is also found from the excess Doppler using the formulas in
Section ���� In the spherical symmetry assumption the bending angle and the impact
parameter at a speci�c time 	for given LEO� and GNSS positions
 are connected via
equation 	����
 repeated here�

�  '� arccos
�

a

RL

�
� arccos

�
a

RG

�
� 	���


' is the angle between the LEO� and GPS radial vectors having lengths RL and RG�
respectively� So� not only the bending angles� but also the impact parameters will be
contaminated with noise stemming originally from the phase data� We wish� however�
to regard the impact parameter as an independent variable when later calculating the
refractivity using the Abel transform 	���
� This can be done by �transmitting� the
uncertainty in the impact parameter to an uncertainty in the bending angle using the
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following argumentation and considering Figure ��� In Figure �� the dashed curve
corresponds to the relation 	���
� whereas the solid curve represents the �true� atmo�
spheric bending angle as a function of the independent impact parameter� At a given
time the calculated bending angle and connected impact parameter lies on the dashed
curve� Let a measurement result in bending angle &�"�t� and impact parameter &a"�ta�
where the bar denotes the �true� mean values� The resulting error in the bending angle�
�a�� when regarded as a function of the impact parameter� is then given by

�a�  �t�� d&�

da
�ta� 	��


where d&��da is the derivative of the �true� curve� From equation 	���
 we get

�t�  
�

D
�ta� 	���


where

�

D
 

�q
R�
L � &a�

"
�q

R�
G � &a�

� 	���


The parameter D� will be referred to as the reduced distance� being about ���� km for
a LEO in a ��� km orbit� and varying only slightly during an occultation� Combining
	���
� 	��
� and 	���
 yields

�a� � �
�
da�
dt

����
��D

d&�

da

�
�t %L� 	���


The additional factor on the right of 	���
 	compared to equation 	���

 is the inverse
of a defocusing factor �Melbourne et al�� ������


  

�
��D

d&�

da

���
� 	���


being only appreciably di�erent from unity in the troposphere� where it will generally
decrease downwards� to reach a value of the order of ��� close to the surface� In regions
with sharp vertical refractivity gradients� primarily caused by water vapor #uctuations�
the defocusing factor may vary irregularly with height in the lower troposphere �Kursin�
ski et al�� ������ Since D is slowly varying we can write�

��D
d&�

da

�
d&a

dt
� d	&a�D&�


dt

� da�
dt

�

	���


where� to obtain the second approximation� we have used 	���
 in the form &� � � �
�
D 	&a�a�
� which is valid to �rst order at any speci�c time sample� Thus� equation 	���

can be reduced to

�a� � �
�
d&a

dt

���
�t %L� 	���
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Figure ��	 The impact parameter� �a� as a function of time during an occultation �solid curve	� The
dashed curve shows the �vacuum� impact parameter� a�� The orbit ephemerides used are taken from
occultation no� �� day ���� ����� which was a near aft�looking occultation�

Unlike the rate of the �vacuum� impact parameter� da��dt� which only depends on
the occultation geometry� the rate of the �true� impact parameter� d&a�dt� also depends
on the atmosphere� especially in the troposphere� Figure �� shows the e�ect of the dense
troposphere on the impact parameter as a function of time for a setting occultation� To
calculate a�	t
� orbit ephemerides were taken from a real GPS�MET occultation� and
ray�tracing� through a dry atmosphere �D�model� was used to obtain &a	t
�
Following our matrix notation� subscript i referring to a speci�c time sample of the

original phase data� we have

�a�i  
nX

j	�

Bij�t %Lj� 	��


with

Bij  

�
� � j 
 i

� 	d
adt 
��i � j  i
�

The error covariance matrix for bending angles now becomes

C�  BC LB
T� 	��


Using the orbit ephemerides and the �D�model as above to calculate the diagonal ele�
ments of B� Figure ��a shows three examples 	at �� ��� and �� km
 of the correlation
coe$cient between one point in the atmosphere and the rest of the measured bending
angles up to an impact parameter corresponding to an impact height 	subtracting the
Earth�s radius
 of �� km� Due to the defocusing in the troposphere� the sampling inter�
val 	��� s
 in the impact parameter domain becomes more narrow� giving a more narrow
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Figure ��
 a� Bending angle correlation coe�cient between three points in the atmosphere ��� ��� and
�� km	 and the remainder of the bending angle pro�le� b� The standard deviation on bending angles as
a function of the impact height� The few lowest data points show a relatively large standard deviation
because of end�point e�ects�

correlation 	and anti�correlation
 of the bending angles at low altitudes than at high al�
titudes� The standard deviation 	Figure ��b
 increases at low altitudes because of the
defocusing e�ect incorporated in the diagonal elements of B� Close to the surface the
standard deviation is about one order of magnitude larger than it is at high altitudes�
If� in the smoothing process� a value of �  �� is used instead of �  ���� the standard
deviation on the bending angles becomes about ��� times larger at all altitudes�

����� Refractivity

The refractive index� �� is obtained from the measured bending angles using the Abel
transform 	���
� In the Earth�s atmosphere the refractive index for L�band frequencies
is close to �� and the refractivity is therefore conveniently de�ned as N  ���	� � �
�
At most� the refractivity may reach a value of about ��� close to the surface� Thus�
	���
 may be linearized� relating refractivity and bending angle� without signi�cant loss
of accuracy in our error propagation estimates� Linearizing 	���
 gives

N	a
 � �

�

Z �

a

�	x
dxp
x� � a�

� 	��


where we� for now� shall regard the refractivity as a function of the impact parameter� a�
The factor of ��� in the conventional de�nition of the refractivity has been disregarded in
	��
 for convenience� and henceforth we shall use the term refractivity for N  �� ��
Once having the refractivity as a function of the impact parameter� it may also be
regarded as a function of r using the identity a  �r 	valid under the assumption of
spherical symmetry
� where r is the radial distance from the center of refraction to the
tangent point height 	tangent radius
�
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In Appendix A� equation 	��
 is discretized assuming bending angles to behave
linearly between consecutive bending angle estimates� Using the result 	A��
� refractivity
and bending angle� in a discretized form�both regarded as a function of the independent
impact parameter� ai 	or aj
�are related as

N  A�� 	�


with

Aij  

����������
����������

� � j � i

� �
��ai���ai�

hq
a�i�� � a�i � ai�� ln

	ai���pa�i���a�i
ai


i
� j  i

�
�

�
�

aj�aj��

hq
a�j � a�i �

q
a�j�� � a�i � aj�� ln

	 aj�
q
a�j�a�i

aj���
q
a�j���a�i


i

� �
aj���aj

hq
a�j�� � a�i �

q
a�j � a�i � aj�� ln

	aj���qa�j���a�i
aj�
q
a�j�a�i


i� � j � i

being the elements of an n � n upper triangular matrix A� and N and � being n�
dimensional vectors of refractivities and bending angles� respectively� Due to the kernel�
	x� � a�
�

�
� � in 	��
� the diagonal elements in A are far the largest ones�

In practice the ai�s can be chosen arbitrarily� though sensibly distributed in the height
range where bending angle information is available� Here we shall choose the impact
parameters as the �true� ones resulting from a calculation with �no noise�� and related
to the time samples via the solid curve in Figure ��� The lowest impact parameter�
a�� corresponds to the lowest point close to the surface� while the uppermost impact
parameter� an� corresponds to a height in the atmosphere near ��� km� An additional
impact parameter� an�� � an� is de�ned� above which the bending angle is so small
that it may be disregarded� The bending angles may not be known in practice at the
chosen impact parameters� but can readily be found by linear interpolation� As long
as there is a high correlation between consecutive bending angle estimates� resulting
primarily from the smoothing process� interpolation will not a�ect the correlation nor
the standard deviation noticeably�
Equation 	�
 principally gives the refractivity at various prede�ned impact pa�

rameters� For a given impact parameter� the tangent radius is then given by

r  
a

� "N	a

� 	��


and thus the error in the tangent radius� �ar� stemming from an error in retrieved
refractivity� �aN � at impact parameter a� is approximately given by

�ar � �r�aN� 	��


Just as in the previous subsection where the errors in measured impact parameters
were transferred to errors in the bending angles� we here transfer the tangent radius
error to an error in the refractivity considering Figure ��� In this case the e�ect is a
reduction in the refractivity error 	contrary to an enhancement of the bending angle
error in the previous subsection
� and it is only appreciable in the lowest few kilometers
of the atmosphere� where the refractivity gradient becomes very steep� For a dry model
atmosphere 	the one used here
 the reduction in the standard deviation at the surface
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Figure ��� Illustration of the �true� atmospheric relation between the refractivity and the tangent
radius �solid curve	� and the relation N � a�r� � �from �����		 at a speci�c impact parameter �dashed
curve	� A given estimate of the refractivity� with corresponding tangent radius� is denoted by the � on
the dashed curve�

is about ���� but may be larger for a more realistic atmosphere with higher vertical
refractivity gradients close to the surface� Following arguments similar to the ones for
bending angles� the error in refractivity� �rN � when regarded as a function of r� is given
as

�rN  �aN � d &N

dr
�ar� 	��


or� combined with equation 	��
�

�rN � 	� " &rd
&N

dr

�aN� 	��


where the bar� as before� denotes �true� mean values�
Errors in refractivity� when regarded as a function of the impact parameter� are

related 	via equation 	�

 to errors in bending angles as

�aNi  

nX
j	�

Aij�a�j � 	��


Thus from 	��
 and 	��
� when regarded as a function of the tangent radius� errors
in refractivity are related to errors in bending angles as

�rNi  

nX
j	�

Rij�a�j � 	��


with

Rij  

�
Aij � j 
 i�

� " &ri

�
d 
N
dr

�
i

�
Aii � j  i

�
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Figure ���� a� Refractivity correlation coe�cient between three points in the atmosphere and the
remainder of the refractivity pro�le� b� The standard deviation of the refractivity as a function of the
altitude �� N�unit � ����	�

Having the matrix R connecting bending angle and refractivity errors� the error covari�
ance matrix� CN � for refractivity is found as

CN  RC�R
T� 	���


Again� using the �no noise� case to obtain estimates of &N and &r� Figure ���a shows
three examples of the correlation between one point in the atmosphere and the rest
of the pro�le up to an altitude of �� km� The three examples are the same as in the
previous subsection for bending angles 	at impact heights �� ��� and �� km
 but due
to the e�ect of the tangent radius being a little lower than the corresponding impact
parameter� especially at low altitudes� the lowest point is at about �� km� Compared
to the bending angle error correlation 	Figure ��a
� the refractivity error correlation
is generally more positive� re#ecting a vague accumulation of errors due to the Abel
integration� In the upper atmosphere the standard deviation 	Figure ���b
 is almost
constant and then it increases downwards in the troposphere� If using a value of �  ��
in the smoothing process� the standard deviation becomes about ���� times larger at all
altitudes�
To gain further understanding of the error propagation through the Abel transform

step� it is interesting to compare with a hypothetical case where the bending angle
measurements are assumed to be uncorrelated and with a constant standard deviation�
say � �rad� Then the resulting refractivity errors look quite di�erent 	Figure ���
�
There is no negative correlation between near neighboring points and the correlation
is generally much larger between points at very di�erent altitudes� This is due to the
accumulative nature of the operator� A� making errors at higher altitudes propagate�
at least to some extent� to lower altitudes� When bending angles are correlated with
a negative correlation between near neighboring samples as in Figure ��a� errors add
more destructively resulting in the correlations in Figure ���a� A similar behavior of
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Figure ���� The same as Figure ����� but calculated from the assumption that the bending angle errors
are uncorrelated with a standard deviation �� � ��rad�

the refractivity errors was found by Kursinski et al� ������ using impulse responses to
investigate the error propagation� Figure ���b presents the standard deviation in the
uncorrelated bending angle case� showing that the e�ect of defocusing 	really it is just
the e�ect of choosing the impact parameters closer to each other in accordance with
the defocusing
 is in fact a net decrease in the standard deviation at lower altitudes�
The minor increase in the troposphere seen in Figure ���b is merely due to the already
larger standard deviation of the bending angles at these altitudes 	cf Figure ��b
�

����� Dry Pressure

Under dry atmospheric conditions refractivity is proportional to the density� so that
pressure� and subsequently temperature� as a function of the altitude� h� can be found
from the hydrostatic equilibrium assumption using 	���
� Assuming� only for the pur�
pose of the error propagation estimates here� that the gravitational acceleration� g�� has
a constant value at all heights� equation 	���
 may be written as

p	h
 � g�
k�Rd

Z �

h
N	z
dz� 	���


Using the Trapezoidal rule 	approximating the refractivity by linear functions be�
tween successive ri�s in the atmosphere
� 	���
 is easily discretized to obtain

p  HN� 	���


with

Hij  

�
�

� � j � i
g�

�k�Rd
	hi�� � hi
 � j  i

g�
�k�Rd

	hj�� � hj��
 � j � i
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Figure ���� a� Pressure correlation coe�cient between three points in the atmosphere and the remain�
der of the pressure pro�le� b� The standard deviation of the pressure as a function of the altitude� c�
The standard deviation of the �geopotential	 height as a function of the altitude�

being the elements of an n�n upper triangular matrixH� and p being an n�dimensional
vector of pressure estimates at the previous found ri�s� The hi�s are obtained from the
ri�s simply by subtracting the radius of the Earth� In this case the error propagation is
strictly linear according to 	���
� and the pressure error covariance matrix� Cp� is given
by

Cp  HCNH
T� 	��


The resulting error correlation for the pressure pro�le between di�erent points in the
atmosphere below �� km is shown in Figure ���a� It is seen that the hydrostatic inte�
gration results in a very high correlation even between points at very di�erent altitudes�
Unlike the Abel integration the hydrostatic integration does not have a very localized
kernel to prevent �long distance� error correlation� The accumulation e�ect is also seen
on the standard deviation 	Figure ���b
� gradually increasing as we go down through
the atmosphere�
Often in meteorological applications the geopotential height� Z� associated with a

pressure level is of interest more than the pressure as a function of the altitude� The
geopotential height at pressure p� is de�ned as

Z	p
  
�

g�

Z h�p�

�
g	z
dz� 	���


For the purpose of error propagation estimates we may again disregard the height de�
pendency of the gravitational acceleration� i�e�� g	z
  g�� and the geopotential height
is then just the actual height� h	p
� i�e�� the inverse function of p	h
� An error in the
pressure� �hp� at a speci�c altitude� is easily converted to an error in the altitude� �ph�
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at that pressure level�

�ph  �
�
d&p

dh

���
�hp� 	���


where the bar denotes the �true� mean value� The reasoning for 	���
 follows the
reasoning in previous subsections� noting that 	���
 is just a special case of relations like
	��
 or 	��
� From 	���
 it follows that the error correlation for the 	geopotential

height is the same as for pressure� but the standard deviation� �h� is related to the
standard deviation of the pressure� �p� as

�h  

����d&pdh
������ �p� 	���


or� using the hydrostatic equilibrium assumption�

�h  
k�Rd

g�
&N���p� 	���


Figure ���c shows the standard deviation of the 	geopotential
 height as a function of
the altitude�
For �  �� standard deviations become a factor of � ���� larger at all altitudes� for

both pressure and height�

����	 Dry Temperature

The errors in temperature are a combination of errors in refractivity and pressure� since
for a dry atmosphere the temperature is obtained from the dry air refractivity equation
	���
 as

T 	h
  k�
p	h


N	h

� 	���


Alternatively we may combine 	���
 and 	���
 to express the temperatures� Ti 	at
altitudes hi
� related to the Ni�s only�

Ti  k�
�

Ni

nX
j	�

HijNj� 	���


This is a non�linear relation and estimates of errors in temperature are obtained via a
Taylor expansion to �rst order around the mean�

Ti  &Ti " �Ti

 &Ti "

nX
k	�

dTi
dNk

�Nk

 &Ti "
�
&Ni
	k�

nX
j	�

Hij�Nj � &Ti�Ni


	���


where the subscript on the ��s has been omitted for convenience� since errors are now
always related to a speci�c altitude in the atmosphere� Equation 	���
 leads to
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Figure ���� a� Temperature correlation coe�cient between three points in the atmosphere and the
remainder of the temperature pro�le� b� The standard deviation of the temperature as a function of
the altitude�

�Ti  
nX

j	�

Qij�Nj � 	���


with

Qij  

�
&N��
i k�Hij � j 
 i

&N��
i 	k�Hii � &Ti
 � j  i

�

and the error covariance matrix� CT � for temperature is thus obtained as

CT  QCNQ
T� 	���


where Q is an n � n upper triangular matrix with elements Qij � Due to the N��
i

dependency of the Qij�s� errors in temperature become very large at high altitudes�
Figure ��a shows the temperature error correlation between points in the atmosphere
up to �� km� and Figure ��b shows the standard deviation� The relatively high cor�
relation between all altitudes is mostly a result of the hydrostatic integration� although
the correlation is less than for pressure since here the pressure is divided by the more
uncorrelated refractivity to obtain the temperature�
Finally� the temperature error correlation and standard deviation� using �  �� in

the smoothing process� is presented in Figure ���� showing that the correlation becomes
generally smaller and more narrow 	by a factor of � 
 in the vicinity of the altitude in
question� while the standard deviation becomes larger by a factor of � ��

����� Discussion of Results

The error analysis above was based on a simple representation of the excess phase
errors� having a constant standard deviation for the whole measurement� As already
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Figure ���� Same as Figure ����� but with � � �� instead of � � ����

mentioned� this does not hold for real measurements� and the results presented should
be regarded as illustrative examples rather than quantitative realities� It does� however�
give an understanding of how errors propagate in general� and how the pressure and
temperature error correlation coe$cient� due to the hydrostatic integration� will be
relatively high over the whole measurement range when integration is performed from
a high altitude and down� In reality the errors at the high altitude end are sought
reduced by implementing statistical optimization techniques where a model bending
angle pro�le gradually replaces the data pro�le above some speci�ed altitude depending
on the noise level �Sokolovskiy and Hunt � ����� Hocke� ����� Gorbunov and Gurvich�
����a�� This reduces the overall standard deviation and vertical correlations of pressure
and temperature� as will be shown in Section ��� Comparing the standard deviations
for �  �� and �  ���� we have also seen that the in#uence of the degree of smoothing
is not linear down through the processing chain� A factor of about ��� in the standard
deviations of the bending angles reduces to a factor of about ���� in the standard
deviations of the refractivity and then further to a factor of � in the standard deviations
of the temperature� This is a consequence of the di�erent correlation scales for �  �� vs
�  ���� The large drop in the factor when going from bending angle to refractivity 	���
to ����
 indicates that the Abel integration mitigates the errors 	relatively speaking

when correlations are narrow� In other words� when applying more smoothing of the
excess phase� one does not gain much in terms of smaller errors in the refractivity�
compared to the gain in terms of smaller errors in the bending angle�
When the standard deviation of the phase error varies throughout the occultation�

as it does for a real measurement� it may be di$cult to identify a distinct corner on
the L�curve� and to de�ne an �optimum� value of the regularization parameter� �� For
illustration� the L�curve� taking the �� Hz data from a real GPS�MET occultation� is
shown in Figure ���� To be on the �safe side� it is probably wise� in general� to choose
a value closer to ��� than to ��� 	for �� Hz GPS�MET data
�
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Figure ���� The L�curve for a real �� Hz GPS�MET data set �L�� occ� ���� day ��� ����� n � ����	�
Numbers by the curve refer to the value of the regularization parameter�

Other methods of smoothing may be applied� for example using statistical regular�
ization� assuming error covariance matrices for the �unknown� Doppler� as well as for
the phase measurement �Gorbunov et al�� ����a� Gorbunov and Gurvich� ����a�� or using
a low pass �lter with a cuto� frequency corresponding roughly to the inherent vertical
resolution limit given by the �rst Fresnel diameter �Kursinski et al�� ������ In general�
the detailed numerical procedure at di�erent levels of processing� as well as the number
of data points included in the retrieval will a�ect the errors and the correlations� Also
the geometry has in#uence� For example� a slow descending tangent point� indicating
a more side�looking occultation� gives more data points throughout a speci�c height
range� resulting in a more dense set of data points a�ecting both the standard deviation
and the correlation�
The transmission of errors from the impact parameter domain to the bending angle

domain only holds for small impact parameter errors compared to the vertical scale over
which the �true� bending angle variations may be regarded as linear� The same goes
for errors in tangent radius and pressure level when transmitted to errors in refractivity
and height� respectively� Other authors �Lipa and Tyler � ����� Feng and Herman� �����
handle the uncertainty in the impact parameter by regarding it as a dependent variable�
like the bending angle� and operates 	at least in principle
 with error covariances for both
of them� and for the correlation between them� However� in practice� when solving the
Abel integral� the impact parameter should be regarded as an independent variable as it
is here� and the �transmission� procedure seems therefore to be the most appropriate�
In the troposphere where di�raction and atmospheric multi�path may become ap�

preciable� the quantitative error and correlation estimates are questionable� In fact the
whole theory of the excess Doppler being directly related to bending angles� in principle
breaks down �Gorbunov and Gurvich� ����a��
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Figure ���� Retrieved model temperature pro�les as a function of altitude� The solid curve is obtained
from synthetic phase data� superimposed with random� Gaussian�distributed noise ��L � �mm	� reduced
to �� Hz� and subsequently smoothed with � � ���� The dashed curve is a �no noise� retrieval�

It should also be remembered that the Abel transform solution is based on the
spherical symmetry assumption� This means that systematic errors due to large scale
along�track horizontal variations in refractivity will dominate in the lower atmosphere
�Kursinski et al�� ������ and hence� the statistical error and correlation estimates should
not be regarded as representative for retrieved atmospheric pro�les in general� Vertically
localized horizontal perturbations 	like a �blob� of extra density
 in the refractivity will
map into the bending angles and derived refractivity pro�les as large localized errors
�Ahmad and Tyler � ����a�� The error correlation between di�erent altitudes in the
atmosphere due to such errors will depend on the extent and location 	relative to the
tangent point
 of the atmospheric perturbations�
When water vapor is present in the troposphere� the pressure and especially the

temperature as derived under the dry air assumption� may be far from the truth� How�
ever� the error in the �dry pressure� and the �dry temperature� can be regarded as
an indication of how accurate water vapor potentially may be retrieved using auxiliary
precise temperature information or vice versa�
Cycle slips in the phase measurements� and maybe subsequent loss of track� which

predominantly occurs in the lowest part of the troposphere� will appear as large spikes
and irregularities in the Doppler so that the basis for the error analysis 	assumption of
small errors
 is generally violated if such outliers are not removed�
For more accurate retrievals the detailed processing is di�erent from the one outlined

above� especially when solving the Abel integral� In the software developed and imple�
mented as a part of this study� a change of variable is applied so that the limits in the
Abel integral is both �nite and there is no singularities� The in#uence on the resulting
standard deviations and correlations when using such a change of variable� and other
numerical particularities when solving the hydrostatic integral� is di$cult to asses� but
simulations 	below
 show that the resulting e�ect on the dry temperature error is small�
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Finally it is very illustrative at this point to present the temperature results obtained
with noise and without noise� Figure ��� shows the retrieved temperature for the �D�
model� using �  ���� Large oscillations at� and above the stratopause are due to the
noise on the phase data 	�L   mm
� and similar oscillations should be expected in
retrievals of real temperature pro�les� Thus� such observed oscillations must not be con�
fused with wave�like structures generated by� e�g�� gravity waves in the real atmosphere�
and care in interpretations should be taken in particular when the characteristic scale
of the oscillations is of the same order as the vertical resolution due to the smoothing
process� In Figure ��� the oscillations are nicely distributed around the �no noise�
pro�le representing the truth� but often there is an apparent bias to one of the sides� in
accordance with the high vertical correlation seen in �gure ���
The results in Figure ��� have been obtained via the linearized procedure as de�

scribed above� whereas most other retrieval results in this thesis are obtained using more
advanced algorithms� taking into account�among other things�the more accurate re�
lationship between excess Doppler and bending angles� the variation of the gravitational
acceleration� the Earth�s oblateness� ionosphere calibration� and a priori constraints
	e�g�� statistical optimization
 at the high altitude end to reduce the apparent bias 	i�e
vertical correlations
 and random oscillations in individual temperature retrievals�

��� Simulation of Temperature Errors and Correlations

Simulations have been carried out to further investigate and validate the random error
propagation� Synthetic phase data were produced using real orbit ephemerides and
high accuracy ray�tracing through the �D model of the neutral atmosphere� Random�
Gaussian�distributed noise was then added to the synthetic excess phase data� and the
data were subsequently smoothed and inverted using advanced algorithms to retrieve
the temperature pro�le� For each of the cases below� a total of n  ��� runs have been
carried out to calculate the statistics in the form of standard deviations� while n  ����
runs were carried out for the calculation of the correlations� The standard deviation on
the temperature was calculated as

�T  
�p
n� �

vuut nX
k	�

	Tk � &T 
�� 	��


where &T is the sample mean at the altitude in question� while the covariance between
temperatures at two di�erent altitudes� hi and hj� was calculated as

CT 	hi� hj
  
�

n� �
nX

k	�

�
Tk	hi
� &T 	hi


��
Tk	hj
� &T 	hj


�
� 	���


The intermediate products� bending angles� refractivity� and pressure pro�les�although
interesting enough�have for the reason of brevity not been considered� However� the
in#uence on these products when using di�erent degrees of smoothing and noise levels�
can� at least qualitatively� be deduced from the in#uence on the temperature pro�les
and the results in the previous section regarding the theoretical analysis�
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Figure ���	 Relations between standard deviations of excess phases �values of noise levels by the curves
are related to �� Hz data in all cases	 and standard deviations of retrieved temperatures� a� �� Hz�
� � ��� b� �� Hz� � � ���� c� �� Hz� � � ���� d� �� Hz� � � ��	� The results from the theoretical
analysis are shown as dashed curves�

����� Results

Both �� Hz data and �� Hz data has been simulated� Four di�erent values of the
standard deviation of the phase noise 	�� mm� � mm�  mm� �� mm
 on the �� Hz data
has been considered� together with corresponding levels on the �� Hz data 	reducing the
standard deviations by a factor of

p
�
� The results of the �� Hz simulations allow for

direct comparison with the results of the theoretical analysis�
Two di�erent degrees of smoothing have been applied in the simulations� For �� Hz

data� values of the regularization parameter was set to �  �� and �  ���� and for
�� Hz data it was found� empirically� that corresponding values� in terms of resulting
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Figure ���
 Temperature correlation coe�cient between one point in the atmosphere and the remainder
of the temperature pro�le ��� Hz� � � ���� �L � � mm	� As a reference the correlation coe�cient from
the theoretical analysis ��� Hz� � � ��	 is shown as the dashed curve�

vertical resolutions� should be set to approximately �  ��� and �  ���� respectively�
Figure ��� shows the standard deviation of the temperature for �� Hz and �� Hz

simulations� using coarse or �ner smoothing� and for the four di�erent noise levels as
indicated� For comparison� the results from the theoretical analysis is also shown in the
two ���Hz�mm� cases� The simulations with the larger values of � 	��� for �� Hz�
��� for �� Hz
� which are close to the �optimum� values from the theoretical analysis�
gives very alike standard deviations for the same noise levels� It was also veri�ed 	not
shown
 that the vertical correlations� for both �� Hz and �� Hz data� were much the
same as the correlations found in the theoretical analysis assuming �� Hz data� Fur�
thermore it was found that the vertical correlations are more or less independent of the
noise level� For the smaller values of � 	�� for �� Hz� ��� for �� Hz
 the �� Hz simu�
lations give standard deviations and vertical correlations a bit smaller than the �� Hz
simulations� The ���Hz�mm� simulation is also a bit smaller than the theoretical
curve 	Figure ���a
� This latter �nding may be attributed to the more advanced way
of processing� in particular the way of handling the upper boundary when solving the
Abel integral�
As an example of simulated vertical correlations�for �� Hz data� �  ���� and

�L   mm�the temperature correlation coe$cient between one point in the atmo�
sphere 	at �� km
 and the rest of the pro�le is shown in Figure ���� As seen� the
vertical temperature correlation below � �� km is only slightly smaller than the results
from the theoretical analysis� The large discrepancy above � �� km where the simulated
correlation drops to near zero� is due to the very large random temperature errors at
these altitudes resulting in sometimes negative temperatures 	� ����C
� Thus� the
linearization in the theoretical analysis� when treating the error propagation from re�
fractivity to temperature� was not valid at these altitudes where errors in refractivity
become comparable with the absolute refractivity value� Note that the vertical corre�
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Figure ���� Relations between standard deviations of excess phases and standard deviations of retrieved
temperatures when statistical optimization is applied between �� km and �� km ��� Hz data	� a� � � ����
b� � � ��	�

lations 	and standard deviations
 derived in the theoretical analysis is wrong only for
the temperature� and only at the high altitude end� The operations leading to bending
angles� refractivity and pressure are all linear�or almost linear�operations�
The simulation results above were obtained using the calculated bending angle data

up to an altitude of ��� km� When solving the Abel integral the bending angles were
extrapolated beyond ��� km using a �D model of bending angles corresponding to the
�D refractivity model used in the forward ray�tracing calculations� In reality� ionosphere
residuals in terms of a bias 	cf Section ���
� do not allow sensible use of real data to
altitudes higher than � ����� km� and a climatological extrapolation 	or other means
of dealing with the high altitude boundary of the Abel integration
 has to be applied
already at� or below� this altitude� Further� statistical optimization may be applied
to reduce random errors at the high altitude end �Sokolovskiy and Hunt � ����� Hocke�
����� Gorbunov and Gurvich� ����a�� To investigate the e�ect of random errors on the
temperature retrievals when applying statistical optimization� simulations was carried
out using the approach of Hocke ������ between �� km and �� km� As climatology the �D
model of bending angles was used� Above �� km bending angles was set to be identical
to the bending angles of the model� Figure ��� shows the results for �� Hz data� It
is seen that the statistical optimization not only reduces the standard deviation above
�� km but also below� This is primarily due to the hydrostatic integration� propagating
errors downwards� Of course� the use of wrong statistics�climatology may in practice
introduce an additional bias not intended�
Simulations also show that the overall vertical correlation is reduced appreciably

when applying the statistical optimization 	Figure ���
� The overall correlation coe$�
cient in the altitude range from surface to near �� km is reduced from � ��� to less than
���� Above �� km the temperature is virtually uncorrelated with temperatures at �� km�
Again� the hydrostatic integration is the main reason for this e�ect� not accumulating
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Figure ���� The same as Figure ����� but with statistical optimization applied between �� km and
�� km�

errors all the way from ��� km and down� but only from �� km� and with arti�cially
reduced bending angle errors between �� km and �� km�
Reducing the lower limit of the statistical optimization range to �� km� it was found

that the vertical correlation virtually disappears� except�of course�between neighbor�
ing altitudes corresponding to the vertical resolution� The standard deviation below
�� km was not a�ected by the lower limit of the statistical optimization range being
either �� km or �� km� Only in the range between �� km and �� km a noticeable reduc�
tion of the standard deviation was seen� indicating that the main reason for the overall
reduction of the standard deviation 	comparing Figures ���c�d and ���a�b
 is mostly
due to the data �cut o�� at �� km and extrapolation with a model pro�le beyond this
altitude�

����� Empirical Relation Between Phase and Temperature Errors

All simulation results suggest a near log�linear relationship between the temperature
standard deviation and the standard deviation of excess phases� at least if we are con�
centrating on altitudes below the altitude where we chose to set in with statistical
optimization� Also� because of the near exponential decrease of the refractivety with
height� h� we may approximate the height dependence of the temperature standard devi�
ation with a simple exponential function above �� km altitude� Thus� a simple empirical
relation can be derived� in the height range ����� km� by a least squares �t to the results
shown in Figures ��� and ���� Such an approximate relation will have the form

�T  �qL exp
�h� h�

Hs

�
	���


where Hs is a mean scale height� h� is a reference altitude� and q is expressing the
non�linearity between phase and temperature errors� In Table �� these parameters are
listed for each of the six cases in Figures ��� and ���� These numbers assume that �L
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Sampling smoothing stat� opt�
rate degree applied q h� Hs

�� Hz low no ���� ���� ����
�� Hz low no ���� ���� ����
�� Hz high no ���� ���� ����
�� Hz high no ���� ���� ����
�� Hz low yes ���� ���� ����
�� Hz high yes ���� ��� ����
�� Hz high�weighted � ���� ���a ����

aThe value is not identical to the one cited in 
DMI and TERMA� ����
because the �L in that work was related to a �� Hz sampling rate� Here the
value has been recalculated in order to relate the �L to a �� Hz sampling
rate�

Table ��� Outcome of a least squares �t to the simulation results using the functional form �����	� The
last row shows the results from an earlier work 
DMI and TERMA� �����

	related to �� Hz data
 is expressed in millimeter and �T in Kelvin� In a contractual
work for the European Space Agency �DMI and TERMA� ������ another smoothing
approach� than the one used here was applied� and a similar least squares �t� also based
on simulation results� led to the values given in the last row of Table ���
From the fourth column of the table it is clear that the relation is approximately

linear 	q � �
 with respect to the noise level� when the regularization parameter is held
at a constant value� In the earlier result 	last row
 the smoothing degree was dependent
on the noise level� which is the reason for the somewhat lower value of q� The reference
altitude� h�� in the �fth column� is the altitude at which the temperature standard
deviation reaches a value of � K for an excess phase noise of � mm� Thus� the value of
h� could be regarded as a quality measure of the retrieval method applied� the higher
the value� the better� Of course it only says something about the standard deviation�
nothing about vertical resolution or correlation�
The GPS�MET temperature pro�les obtained in the paper in Appendix C� have

been processed with �   ���� 	�� Hz data
 and statistical optimization starting at
�� km based on the approach of Hocke �������

�The approach was empirical and substantially di�erent from the regularization approach used here�
The smoothing degree was very high and varied with altitude and noise level� At � �� km and above
bending angles were very close to an exponential �t to the data� resembling something like statistical
optimization�
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Systematic Error Assessments

and Improvements

��� Ionosphere Calibration 	extended abstract to the pa

per in Appendix C���

Elimination of the ionospheric contribution to atmospheric delays in GPS radio occul�
tation measurements is a key issue in the retrieval of accurate pressure and temperature
pro�les above the tropopause� The traditional so�called �ionosphere�free� combination
of the L� and L� phase paths given by 	����
� eliminating the �rst order ionospheric
e�ects� is not su$cient because of the non�negligible bending of the two ray paths� Due
to the dispersive nature of the ionosphere the L� and L� signals will follow slightly dif�
ferent paths giving rise to an ionospheric residual� here referred to as the �dispersion�
residual� Also higher order ionospheric terms contribute to the total residual� but the
dispersion residual is the most dominant� Vorob�ev and Krasil�nikova ������ proposed a
linear combination of the L� and L� bending angles� �� and ��� at a common impact
parameter� a�

�C	a
  
f����	a
� f����	a
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This approach gives better results in most cases� but still su�ers from various approxi�
mations� one of them being the assumption of spherical symmetry in the ionosphere�
In the paper in Appendix C�� an improved phase path correction method is pre�

sented� dealing with the problem of L� and L� ray path separation due to dispersion�
Using Taylor expansions� formulas are derived showing how both the dispersion and
the second order ionospheric residuals can be evaluated using measurements of the
Satellite�to�Satellite Total Electron Content 	S�S TEC
� Ignoring the in#uence from
the geomagnetic �eld� the resulting improved phase path correction method is given by
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where Ne is the electron density� C is the constant given in Section ��� and D and

 are the reduced distance 	���
 and the defocusing factor 	���
� respectively� The

��
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Figure ��� Ionosphere corrected excess phases as a function of time� using either the traditional phase
path correction method or the improved method� The data are taken from the GPS�MET experiment
�UCAR data� occ� no� ���� day ��� ����	 
Syndergaard � ����b�

subscript� F� indicates that integrals are to be evaluated along the path that the signal
would have followed in the absence of the ionosphere�
Also this method relies on the spherical symmetry assumption and its validity in

general is discussed in the paper� It is also shown that the main di�erence resulting
from using 	���
 or 	���
 comes from the second term in the square brackets of 	���

being connected to the integration of the squared electron density�

R
FN

�
e ds� between

the satellites� Figure ��� shows the improved phase path correction applied to the
excess phases of a GPS�MET occultation� It is seen how the bulge resulting from the
traditional method 	����
 is removed using the improved method�
The GPS�MET data are from a period of low solar activity� and therefore the residual

bulge in the above example� resulting from the traditional phase path correction� is only
moderate� In a period of high solar activity� not yet experienced by the GPS�MET
experiment� much larger dispersion residuals are expected� Simulations representative
of day�time conditions� during solar maximum� show that the dispersion residual may
become larger than � cm� Using the improved phase path correction method or an
improved bending angle correction method� most of this residual can be eliminated�
but still� ionosphere asymmetry conditions may limit the accuracy in bending angles to
about ���� rad�
With a third frequency a triplex�frequency phase path combination would eliminate

the �rst order dispersion residual and give results practically insensitive to ionospheric
asymmetry conditions�

��� The Spherical Symmetry Assumption

Without any prior knowledge about the atmospheric horizontal structure� the best one
can do in the inversion of a single set of radio occultation data� is to apply the assumption
of spherical symmetry� Both the processing of bending angles as a function of the impact
parameter� and the inversion using the Abel transform to obtain refractivity� is based
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on the spherical symmetry assumption�
It is indeed possible to generalize the inversion to non�spherical geometry using non�

spherical layers in the �onion skin� model �Melbourne et al�� ������ However� it still
requires a priori knowledge to specify any departure from sphericity of the layers� Also
Ilyushin and Terekhova ������ have presented an approach� generalizing the retrieval to
take into account the along�ray dimension� and requiring only limited a priori knowledge�
Derivations of a �D resolution kernel have been provided by Gorbunov ������ and Ahmad
and Tyler �����a��
Using the spherical symmetry assumption� the systematic errors arising from large�

scale horizontal gradients have been studied in detail by Ahmad and Tyler �����b�� They
�nd that for the Earth�s atmosphere� gradients may in extreme cases produce temper�
ature errors of several Kelvin� depending on the occultation geometry� Simulations by
Kursinski et al� ������ show errors in the lower atmosphere of about ��� K under nominal
conditions� Gurvich and Sokolovskiy ������ investigated the errors in the retrieved pres�
sure when simulating an anti�cyclone or a cyclone� They found relative pressure errors
of no more than �� �� The e�ects of medium�scale structures have been investigated by
Ahmad and Tyler �����a� using the �D resolution kernel� �nding that vertically localized
horizontal perturbations 	like a �blob� of extra density
 in the refractivity will map into
derived refractivity pro�les as large localized errors of several percent� The e�ects of
gravity waves have been studied by Belloul and Hauchcorne ������� �nding that errors
of several Kelvin may occur in the stratosphere�
Two subjects have been studied in greater detail in this thesis� One is the e�ects of

the atmospheric horizontal structure following the Earth�s ellipsoidal shape rather than
that of a sphere� and the other has been to investigate the e�ects on temperature in the
worst possible case of a very sharp weather front�

����� Impact of Earth
s Oblateness �extended abstract to the paper in
Appendix C���

Utilizing real orbit ephemerides from the GPS�MET experiment� radio occultations
have been simulated using a D ray�tracing code� taking into account the non�spherical
shape of the atmosphere due to the oblateness of the Earth� Subsequent inversion
of the synthetic data shows that neglect of the Earth�s oblateness in the retrieval of
temperature pro�les may cause a bias at altitudes below �� km� From this altitude
the temperature bias increases downwards� and can� in extreme cases� become as large
as  K at �� km altitude and � K at the ground 	Figure ���a
� The size of the bias
depends on the occultation geometry and the geographical latitude of the limb zone� The
origin of the biases seen in Figure ���a comes from the incorrect assumption of spherical
symmetry with respect to the Earth�s center� Since the Earth�s center is not generally
the same as the local center of refraction� both bending angles and impact parameters
will consequently be wrong� Figure �� shows the situation when the occultation plane
is coincident with a meridian plane� In this case the angle� �� between the ray direction
and the LEO satellite velocity is uniquely determined from the measured phase 	or
excess Doppler
� and simple geometry shows that an estimate of the bending angles and
impact parameters will result in wrong values�
In the paper in Appendix C�� a method to correct for the bias is proposed using an

assumption of local spherical symmetry tangential to the ellipsoid 	Figure ��
� After
a simple correction� dry temperature pro�les are retrieved within ���� K 	� ����
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Figure ��� a� The retrieved temperature errors as a function of altitude for di�erent simulated occulta�
tions� All retrievals assumed global spherical symmetry� The broken curve is a retrieval of synthetic data
where the Earth was spherical in the forward modeling� and the solid curves are retrievals of synthetic
data where the Earth�s shape was an ellipsoid in the forward modeling� b� Retrieval errors for the same
simulated occultations� but the temperatures are retrieved after correction of bending angles and impact
parameters 
Syndergaard � �����

Figure ��� Cross section� in a meridian plane� of the oblate Earth and a tangential sphere �exaggerated	�
The origin of the sphere is a better approximation to the local center of refraction than the Earth�s
center� Using the Earth�s center as the center of refraction in the retrieval will generally result in a
wrong bending angle� �� and impact parameter a� 
Syndergaard � �����

accuracy at the ground 	Figure ���b
�
It is also shown in the paper that the orientation of the occultation plane has to be

taken into account in the correction procedure if pressure pro�les are to be retrieved to
better than ���� accuracy�
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Figure ��� Cross section of a model temperature �eld of a severe frontal system� The slope of the front
is ��� and the maximum gradient at the surface is � �C���� km� Isotherms are in �C 
Syndergaard �
����a�

����� Atmospheric Frontal System �extension of section � in the paper
in Appendix C���

To test the spherical symmetry assumption� simulations have been performed using D
ray�tracing through a model of a severe frontal system� The model has been constructed
from basic meteorological relations like Poisson�s equation and the hydrostatic equilib�
rium assumption� In Appendix B the refractivity structure across the frontal zone is
derived� The temperature �eld related to the front is shown in Figure ���� For simplic�
ity� in the simulations the front is directed so that the temperature gradient lies in a
meridian plane� To simulate a worst case scenario� the di�erence between the warm and
the cold sides of the front at the surface has been set to about �� �C� Such di�erences
might be found at mid latitudes over continents during the winter �Hardy et al�� ������
The model is based on calculations excluding the water vapor contribution� Hardy et al�
������ performed a similar case study using a more realistic model including the water
vapor� but only presenting a single result� Here we shall go a bit further and look at
di�erent cases� Excluding the water vapor is no serious violation in favor of the method�
On the contrary� in a real frontal system the refractivity may not vary much across the
front because the dry and the moist refractivity terms tend to cancel� understood in
the way that the cold side is denser but contains less water vapor than the warm side
�Hardy et al�� ������ In Figure ��� the temperature gradients are produced solely by the
dry refractivity term 	���
�
In the forward ray�tracing modeling� three di�erent cases of occultations going

through the frontal system have been simulated� aligning the rays approximately along
the meridian� Case �� where the base of the front has been placed right in front of the
tangent points� Case �� where the base of the front has been placed � degrees north
of the tangent points� Case � where the base of the front has been placed �� degrees
north of the tangent points� In Figure ��� the placement of the front in each of these
three cases is illustrated� The left �gure shows the ray paths and the frontal bases in a
longitude�latitude plot� The three �gures at the right show the situations in latitude�
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Figure ��� Left	 Ray paths in a longitude�latitude plot� The simulation of rays are based on a real
set of GPS�MET orbit ephemerides� Only a few rays out of about ���� are shown� The left most ray
corresponds to a ray tangent altitude of about ��� km� and the right most ray has its tangent point close
to the surface� The drift of the tangent points are shown as diamonds� The three cases of placing the
base of the front are indicated as lines with triangles� Right	 Each of the three cases in a latitude�height
plot� with rays �every ��th ray	 superimposed on the temperature �elds 
Syndergaard � ����a�

height plots� Because of the Earth�s curvature� the almost straight rays 	the bending
angle close to the surface is about � degree and bending towards the Earth
 become
convex curves in the three small panels to the right in Figure ���� Such �gures are also
an excellent illustration of the spatial resolution of the method� In principle� the hori�
zontal resolution de�ned by 	��
 corresponds to twice the horizontal distance between
the lowest point on a ray and the neighboring ray� except that the vertical distance
between rays in Figure ��� is not exactly the same as the �rst Fresnel diameter 	see also
�Kursinski et al�� �����
�
For each of the three cases� about ��� samples of synthetic phase data 	�� Hz sam�

pling rate
 where calculated� covering the altitude range ����� km� Bending angles and
the corresponding impact parameters were obtained� and the procedure outlined in Sec�
tion ��� was then used to calculate a retrieved temperature pro�le� A model temperature
pro�le was extracted from the corresponding model �eld of Figure ���� The location of
the model pro�le was taken as the latitude and longitude of the point closest to the
Earth�s center on that line connecting the GPS� and the LEO satellite which was tan�
gent to the Earth�s surface� This gives a pro�le close to the set of tangent points shown
in the left part of Figure ���� Figure ��� shows the retrieved pro�le and the correspond�
ing �true� model pro�le for case �� The signature of the front is seen as a decrease
in temperature lapse rate around � km altitude� and generally the whole pro�le shifts
from being �warm� above �� km to become �cold� close to the surface� The retrieved
temperature pro�le follows the �true� one remarkably well� but underestimates slightly
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Figure ��� Retrieved �solid	 and �true� �dashed	 temperature pro�les as a function of the altitude in
the front �case �	� Also shown for comparison are the �true� pro�les at the warm and the cold sides of
the front far from the tangent points�

the change in lapse rate around � km� Consequently the temperature is overestimated
above and underestimated below this altitude� However� Figure ��� gives a good picture
of the strength of the method� even in cases where the spherical symmetry assumption
is seriously violated� For comparison the pro�les at the warm and the cold sides of the
front are also shown in Figure ���� The reason why it works so well can be better under�
stood when looking at Figure ��� 	right
� Because of the Earth�s sphericity� the rays do
not penetrate much of the horizontal structure in the lower atmosphere on either side
of the pro�le location� The rays sort of dip down like the point of a knife and �taste�
the atmosphere in the vicinity of the tangent points� On top of that� for a given ray�
the majority of the measured e�ect comes from the atmosphere at the perigee of the
ray� A very strong signature of an upper�level front in the GPS�MET data has been
investigated in detail by Kuo et al� �������
To get a better picture of the errors� the di�erence between the retrieved temperature

pro�le and the model temperature pro�le in each of the three cases are plotted in
Figure ���� It is seen that the errors are of the order of ��� �C� and in the worst case�
which turned out to be case �� the error is still less than � �C�
The retrieved temperature pro�les were also compared with pro�les extracted from

the model �eld at the exact positions of the tangent points� The observed di�erences
were of the same order as those shown in Figure ���� although case � showed an error as
large as case �� being about ��� �C� In the above numerical experiments the frontal slope
was �� which is a typical value in the real atmosphere� However� close to the surface
the slope may become larger �Gurvich and Sokolovskiy � ������ Increasing the frontal
slope to �� in case �� resulted in somewhat larger errors 	mostly above � km� though
still less than � �C
� con�rming similar results by Gurvich and Sokolovskiy ������ and
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Figure ��	 Retrieval errors for each of the three cases as described in the text 
Syndergaard � ����a�

H�eg et al� �������
Since the temperature pro�les are derived via the hydrostatic integration of the

refractivity� errors in refractivity� pressure� and temperature does not map as a one
to one relationship� There will be di�erences in the error behavior as a function of
height� Also� in a weather front the strict assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium may
be questionable� Here we have only concentrated on the temperature errors� though
pressure and refractivity errors may be of equal relevance� The order of magnitude of
the relative errors� however� is generally the same�
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Conclusions and Prospects

The GNSS radio occultation technique for the retrieval of terrestrial atmospheric param�
eters is rather new� So far the only proof�of�concept experiment has been the GPS�MET
which was launch in ����� Consequently� work on assessing errors and improving the
retrieval algorithms is still ongoing�
In this work� di�erent subjects connected to the retrieval of atmospheric parameters

from single occultations were studied� Four subjects were addressed in detail� Random
error propagation� ionosphere calibration� impact of Earth�s oblateness� and assessment
of errors due to sharp horizontal gradients like a weather front� Below follow the con�
clusions from each of these studies� and at the end a few remarks about the prospects
of the GNSS radio occultation technique are given�

��� Conclusions

����� Random Error Propagation

Propagation of random� Gaussian�distributed errors through the retrieval procedure
from measured phases to dry temperature pro�les� has been carried out both analytically
and by simulations� Using covariance analysis� the analytical study showed� step by step�
how standard deviations and vertical 	time�tagged
 error correlations come out for the
smoothed excess phase� excess Doppler� bending angle� refractivity� dry pressure� and
dry temperature� when assuming a constant initial standard deviation of  mm on the
raw �� Hz phase measurements�
Care has to be taken in the steps� excess Doppler � bending angle and bending

angle � refractivity� These steps include a change in the independent variable 	time
� impact parameter and impact parameter � tangent radius� respectively
 which� due
to bending� is not linear in the lower atmosphere� Most in#uence has the former step�
In this step� the error in impact parameter is �transmitted� to an additional error in
bending angle� This seems appropriate since the impact parameter is regarded as an
independent variable in the Abel integration when solving for the refractivity� The e�ect
on the bending angle pro�le� and subsequently the refractivity pro�le� is an increase in
standard deviation at lower altitudes compared to higher altitudes� For the bending
angle pro�le� the standard deviation is about one order of magnitude larger close to the
surface than at high altitudes� The e�ect on refractivity is smaller� since the defocusing
e�ect counteracts in the Abel integration giving a net decrease in the standard deviation
at low altitudes�

��
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The smoothing step and especially the di�erentiation step results in negative error
correlations between near neighboring points 	heights
� but no error correlation over far
vertical distances larger than the vertical resolution� These characteristics are carried
on to the bending angle and the refractivity� Only very small error correlations over far
vertical distances are seen in the refractivity� However� if one� erroneously� assume the
bending angle errors to be uncorrelated in the vertical� the resulting error correlation in
retrieved refractivity has a totally di�erent character showing relatively large positive
far�distance vertical error correlations� This is due to the accumulative nature of the
Abel integration� making errors at higher altitudes propagate to lower altitudes� When
bending angles are correlated with a negative correlation between near neighboring
heights� errors add more destructively resulting in only small far�distance vertical error
correlations�
Applying less smoothing to the excess phase gives a better vertical resolution man�

ifested in a more narrow vertical error correlation between near neighboring heights�
The error propagation through the Abel integration depends highly on this vertical res�
olution� When applying more smoothing to the excess phase� one does not gain much
in terms of smaller errors in the refractivity� compared to the gain in terms of smaller
errors in the bending angle�
The hydrostatic integration results in very large vertical error correlations in the

pressure and temperature over the whole vertical range ���� km� However� for temper�
ature� this is only true when the hydrostatic integration is performed from a very high
altitude 	��� km
� In reality� this is not possible� and use of a model bending angle
at high altitudes and perhaps applying statistical optimization is necessary� Applying
statistical optimization above �� km� results in only small far�distance vertical error
correlations in the temperature�
Because the refractivity decreases almost exponentially with altitude� the standard

deviation of the temperature increases almost exponentially with altitude� At a given
altitude� a simple relationship between standard deviations of the excess phase and
the temperature was found numerically� This was expressed in an empirical formula
relating the standard deviation of the excess phase and the standard deviation of the
temperature as a function of altitude� The relationship depends on the smoothing
applied to the excess phase and whether statistical optimization of bending angles is
applied� The best results are obtained using a high degree of smoothing together with
a statistical optimization approach� However� in order to preserve the highest vertical
resolution possible� less smoothing of the excess phase is desirable at low altitudes� where
the in#uence of random errors is small� The best thing to do is probably to use a low
degree of smoothing at low altitudes 	e�g�� below � km
 and a high degree of smoothing
at higher altitudes�
Finally� it should be emphasized that the results obtained are based on several as�

sumptions� �
 A constant standard deviation of the excess phase error� Real data will
have larger errors at lower altitudes than at higher altitudes� �
 A constant degree
of smoothing at all heights� Other smoothing approaches than the one discussed here
may be applied� 
 E�ects of the ionosphere calibration have been disregarded� This
will result in an ampli�cation of uncorrelated errors by a factor of about three� but
also residual ionospheric e�ects in terms of a bias may remain and in#uence the accu�
racy and error correlation above the tropopause� �
 The retrieval is done within the
geometrical optics approximation� Applying the di�raction correction�back propaga�
tion method �Karayel and Hinson� ����� Gorbunov and Gurvich� ����b� or the Fresnel
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di�raction theory �Melbourne et al�� ����� Mortensen and H�eg � ����� is a di�erent story
involving also the amplitude of the signal� �
 Random errors are assumed not to be too
large so that the propagation analysis can be linearized� Especially the �transmission�
procedure of impact parameter errors in the troposphere and the �nal step to obtain
the temperature errors� relies on this assumption� �
 Water vapor pressure is assumed
to be negligible� However� the temperature results still give a good indication of the
relative accuracy obtainable in the lower troposphere� even in the presence of water
vapor� The bending angle and refractivity results are not a�ected by the violation of
this assumption� �
 Systematic errors are eliminated� This assumption is violated for
sure� especially in the lower atmosphere where horizontal inhomogeneities leak into the
retrieval in terms of a bias due to the violation of the spherical symmetry assumption�
Generally� error covariance matrices are relevant for assimilation of measurements into
NWP models� but the error covariance matrices obtained here do not represent the real
error covariance in the lower atmosphere because of this violation�

����� Ionosphere Calibration

� The results presented in the paper do not represent the �rst attempt in the literature
to estimate the dispersion e�ects on the phase path observables in GPS occultation
measurements� However� it has not previously been shown that the �rst order dispersion
residual from the traditional dual�frequency combination is made up of two parts� a
�major� and a �minor�� of which the �major� part is directly related to the vertical
gradients of the Satellite�Satellite Total Electron Content 	S�S TEC
� being available
from the occultation measurements themselves� It is also the �rst time that an estimate
of the second order dispersion e�ects has been derived and quanti�ed�
The theoretical work here focused on expressing both the L� and L� phase paths

along the imaginary LF path� using a transformation into the radial domain� assum�
ing spherical symmetry� The results provide a mean to correct the residuals from the
traditional dual�frequency combination� thereby obtaining an improved dual�frequency
phase path correction method taking into account the dispersion e�ects as well as the
second order e�ect from the Earth�s magnetic �eld�
Within the limits of geometrical optics� this improved phase path correction method

is at least as good as the existing� and widely used� bending angle correction method�
The main di�erence between the two methods lies in the �minor� dispersion term� which
contributes to an almost linear phase path trend below the E�layer� This trend� if not
accounted for� maps into a bending angle residual which is in fact equivalent to the main
residual obtained with the bending angle correction method�
Unfortunately� estimation of the �minor� dispersion term needs auxiliary information

of� e�g�� the vertical TEC above the occultation site� Having that� the �minor� dispersion
term may be evaluated and removed to a large extent� However� this is only true under
spherical symmetry conditions� In general� horizontal gradients in the ionosphere limits
the correction accuracy� and if the occultation happens to be in a day�night transition
zone� residuals of the order of a few centimeter may still remain using the improved
phase path correction method� Such residuals map into bending angle residuals of the
order of ����rad� Occultations cutting through regions having other sharp horizontal
gradients� like the equatorial anomaly or the auroral zone� can give similar residuals�
Numerical estimates� although based on simple modeling� indicate that the second

�This subsection follows the conclusion of the paper in Appendix C���
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order residual stemming from the Earth�s magnetic �eld� has very little in#uence on
the bending angles� Compared to the phase path trend from the �minor� dispersion
term and residual biases arising because of the violation of the spherical symmetry
assumption� the in#uence from the geomagnetic �eld may probably be ignored in all
cases�
A third frequency would enable a triplex�frequency phase path combination being

almost insensitive to ionospheric asymmetry conditions� Below the bottom of the iono�
sphere� such a combination would reduce phase path residuals to the millimeter level�
and bending angle biases would practically be eliminated� Actually� the �magnetic�
term could then become the limiting systematic error� if not accounted for� The third
frequency should be situated far from the existing L� and L� frequencies to avoid too
much ampli�cation of uncorrelated statistical errors�
Sharp vertical gradients at the bottom of the ionosphere attributed to sporadic

E�layers occur frequently� and will cause scintillations in the phase and amplitude oc�
cultation data �Hajj and Romans� ������ Such scintillations� caused by di�raction and
multi�path propagation� and thus violating the geometrical optics assumption� will pro�
duce large errors in the ionosphere corrected phase path� Such e�ects could be reduced
or eliminated using the di�raction correction�back�propagation method applied to the
ionosphere 	M� E� Gorbunov� presented at GNSS workshop in Hamburg� ����
� but
usually the in#uence of these disturbances is at such high altitudes that this part of the
data may be disregarded for the retrieval of neutral atmospheric parameters�
It should be emphasized that the method of di�raction correction�back�propagation

�Karayel and Hinson� ����� Gorbunov and Gurvich� ����b� cannot be used in conjunc�
tion with an ionosphere phase path correction method� since di�raction corrected bend�
ing angles for each of the GPS signals are estimated before ionosphere correction is
performed� then using the bending angle correction method�
For any ionosphere correction method� the mapping of residual bending angle errors

into retrieved refractivity� pressure� and temperature� highly depends on the technique
used for further data processing� Theoretically� the bending angle pro�le to in�nity
altitude is required in the integration of bending angles to obtain the refractivity pro�
�le� Obviously this is not available� and in practice extrapolation and�or use of model
bending angles above some altitude is necessary in order to get accurate and useful
refractivities at the highest altitudes�
Measurement noise is yet another obstacle in practice� and indeed a serious one�

Some kind of �ltering of the phase�time series is needed before further processing into
Doppler shifts and bending angles� Still� bending angles will inevitably have random
#uctuations which blow up the relative error at some high altitude and above� This calls
for statistical optimization techniques where a model bending angle pro�le gradually re�
places the data pro�le above some speci�ed altitude depending on the noise level� For
the data available from the GPS�MET experiment an altitude of ����� km seems to be
appropriate �Hocke� ����� Gorbunov and Gurvich� ����a��an altitude much lower than
the altitude where ionosphere residuals become signi�cant� However� future instrumen�
tation will probably supply data of a better quality and reduced noise level �Kursinski
et al�� ������ allowing the statistical optimization level to be raised into the height region
where ionosphere residuals may become the limiting error source�
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����� Impact of Earth
s Oblateness

� The planetary oblateness of the Earth� if not accounted for� may cause a bias in
retrieved atmospheric pro�les obtained from terrestrial radio occultation measurements�
The bias is dependent on the geometry of the speci�c occultation and the geographic
latitude of the limb� Other minor dependencies are the relative velocity of the satellites
and the features on the temperature pro�le itself� It was also found that the bias was
sensitive to the choice�calculation of the exact latitude of the pro�le location�
Numerical simulations show a minimum in the temperature bias at about �� km

altitude� Below this altitude the bias increases� and may� at or around mid�latitudes� be
as large as  K at �� km altitude and � K at the ground� The sign of the bias depends
on the ray direction at the pro�le location� rays traveling towards higher latitudes
result in a positive bias� and vice versa� The origin of the bias is a wrong estimate of
bending angles and impact parameters due to an incorrect assumption of global spherical
symmetry with respect to Earth�s center�
A way of correcting for the Earth�s oblateness in the retrieval is performed by re�

ferring all satellite positions to a local center of refraction� de�ned by the origin of a
sphere� tangential to the ellipsoid� at the pro�le location� The orientation of the occul�
tation plane has to be taken into account� de�ning the radius of the sphere� in order to
retrieve accurate refractivity and pressure pro�les� The temperature retrievals obtained
with the correct method showed only small errors� less than ��� K at the ground� while
the fractional errors in refractivity and pressure were less than ������

����� Atmospheric Frontal System

Even though the retrieval of atmospheric parameters of GNSS occultation data is based
on the spherical symmetry assumption� errors in retrieved temperature in a region of a
sharp front is not very large� Ray�tracing simulations through model of the refractivity
�eld across a frontal zone� show that even under severe conditions retrieved errors do
not exceed � �C� This result was obtained with a front having a di�erence of about
�� �C between the cold and the warm side� Although based on a simpli�ed theory�
excluding the contribution from water vapor� the magnitude of the resulting refractivity
gradients may be considered as being representative of expected gradients in a severe
frontal system�
One of the reasons for the relatively small errors compared to the temperature dif�

ference between the two sides� is that the occultation rays� because of the sphericity
of the Earth� does not penetrate regions far from the tangent point� To this comes
that for a given ray� the majority of the measured e�ect is concentrated around the ray
perigee� The results demonstrate the strength and the potentials of the GNSS radio
occultation method� even when the spherical symmetry assumption is seriously violated
in the retrieval of individual temperature pro�les�

��� Prospects

The GNSS radio occultation technique has proven its worth with the GPS�MET ex�
periment� With the limited amount of data available from the GPS�MET experiment
it is not possible in general to combine multiple occultation events� Events have to

�This subsection follows the conclusion of the paper in Appendix C���
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be treated separately� However� in the near future� GPS receivers will be #own on a
multitude of Earth observation satellites� This opens up for the possibility of combining
measurements into a larger scheme� Gorbunov et al� �����b� have already analyzed the
potential of having ��� LEO satellites receiving signals from �� GNSS satellites in 
polar orbits� Taking into account large�scale horizontal variations� they show that it is
possible to solve for the global refractivity �eld with a spatial and temporal resolution
comparable to the resolution of NWP models�
The ultimate use� though� is probably to assimilate measurements into NWP models

taking into account other data sources as well as the background model �eld� For this
project� one of the most challenging tasks is to give a good description of the errors and
correlations of the retrieved data� At present� considerable e�orts are made in the area�
and discussions of whether to assimilate refractivity or bending angles are still ongoing
�Eyre and O�ler � ����� Zou et al�� ����a� b��
Also for monitoring of climate change� radio occultation data can become valuable�

Yuan et al� ����� simulated the change in propagation delay on GPS occultation links�
as a result of global warming� The potentials have also been discussed in detail by
Kursinski et al� �������
Finally it should be mentioned that the GNSS occultation technique also has a great

potential within the area of ionospheric tomography� Combining data with ground based
measurements� it is possible to obtain a much better vertical resolution in tomographic
models than using only the ground based data �Hajj et al�� ����� Leitinger et al�� �����
Rius et al�� ����� ������
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Appendix A

Discretization of the Abel

Transform

In this Appendix we discretize equation 	��
� having nmeasurements of bending angles
�j 	j  �� �� � � � � n
 and corresponding impact parameters aj � First we write the equation
in the form

N	a
  

Z b

a�

A	x� a
�	x
dx� 	A��


where

A	x� a
  

�
� � x � a

� �
�
p
x��a� � x � a

is the kernel� a� is the lowest impact parameter and at some value b � an�� � an
and above we shall assume the bending angle to be negligible� The atmosphere may be
thought of as being divided into n spherical shells each with thickness !aj  aj��� aj �
Provided that each shell thickness is thin enough� �	a
 may be approximated as a linear
function of the impact parameter in each shell� Thus� between aj and aj�� we may write

�	x
  
x� aj
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!aj
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Splitting up the integration into n sub�integrals� we therefore get
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with �n��  � per de�nition� The integral in 	A�
 may be solved analytically to yield
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assuming a  aj� The refractivity� Ni  N	ai
� at impact parameter ai 	chosen to be
coincident with one of the aj �s
 may now be written as
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Rearranging the �rst summation on the right�hand side of 	A��
� exploiting that �n��  
�� we arrive at
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from which equation 	�
 follows directly�



Appendix B

Derivation of the Refractivity

Field of a Frontal System

For fast ray�tracing purposes� simulating occultations� it is necessary to have a direct
expression for the refractivity �elds� since it is the refractivity gradients that determines
the ray path� The goal here is to �nd an analytic expression for the �D refractivity
�eld across a frontal system� and at the same time assuring that hydrostatic integration
	although not being strictly valid in a frontal zone
 results in a typical temperature �eld
of a frontal system having a warm and a cold side� It is also important to be able to
express the refractivity �eld by a few key parameters like temperature di�erence� frontal
slope� and characteristic horizontal scale of gradients� To simplify things� the e�ect of
water vapor is not taken into account�
The starting point is a model for the potential temperature� �f � across a �D frontal

system �Zehnder and Bannon� ������

�f	x� z
  
!T

�
arctan	

x" Sz

L

� 	B��


where !T is the temperature di�erence between the cold and the warm region� S is
the horizontal�vertical slope of the front� and L is the characteristic horizontal scale of
gradients� The total potential temperature �eld� �� is then given by the superposition
of a background �eld� �b� and the frontal system disturbance� �f �

�	x� z
  �b	z
 " �f	x� z
� 	B��


Poisson�s equation relating real 	dry
 temperature� T � and potential temperature is given
by �e�g�� Holton� �����

T � ��R�cp � 	B�


where � is the sigma coordinate de�ned as p�ps� p being the pressure� and ps being the
surface pressure�� In 	B�
� R is the gas constant for dry air� and cp is the speci�c heat at
constant pressure� Substituting 	B�
 into the dry air refractivity equation� N  k�p�T �
gives an expression for the refractivity in terms of �� �� and ps�

N  k�ps
����R�cp�

�
� 	B��


�Usually Poisson�s equation is de�ned with ps being a constant pressure level� but here� ps� being the
surface pressure� is allowed to vary horizontally across the front�

��
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The hydrostatic equilibrium assumption gives

�R�cp  �� g

cp

Z z

�
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�
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with g being the mean gravitational constant� Substitution of 	B��
 into 	B��
 and doing
a Taylor expansion to �rst order assuming �f � �b� gives
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or

�R�cp  	�R�cp
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where 	�R�cp
b  �
R�cp
b is the background sigma coordinate to the power of R�cp� The

frontal term� 	�R�cp
f � can be integrated analytically assuming the background potential
temperature to be

�b	z
  �� " *�z� 	B��


where ��  T�  ������ K is the surface temperature for a standard atmosphere� and
*� � ��� K�km is the corresponding potential temperature lapse rate in the lower
troposphere� The result of the integration is
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Next� we assume the surface pressure across the frontal system to be of the form
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or

ps  psb	� "
psf
p�

� 	B���


where psb is the background surface pressure� psf is the frontal disturbance of surface
pressure 	de�ned by comparing 	B���
 and 	B���

� p�  ������ hPa is the surface
pressure for the standard atmosphere� and D is a characteristic horizontal low�pressure



�� APPENDIX B� REFRACTIVITY FIELD OF A FRONT

distance� The expression 	B���
 gives zero disturbance as jxj � 	� has a minimum at
x  �� and ensures the correct change in pressure gradients across the frontal surface
	in the limit L� �
 given by the relation �Haltiner and Martin� �����

S  
g!�

!	�p��x

� 	B���


where !� is the air density di�erence between the cold and the warm region� and
!	�p��x
 is the corresponding pressure di�erence�
Now 	B��
� 	B��
� and 	B���
 are substituted into 	B��
 to obtain
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where

Nb  k�psb
�
���R�cp�
b

�b
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is the background refractivity obtained from an independent model�
Equation 	B��
 is only valid in the lower troposphere� and substituting 	B��
 into

	B��
 gives negative values of 	�R�cp
b for z � � km and above� which is unphysical�
Therefore it is preferable to use better approximations for �b and 	�

R�cp
b in 	B���
�
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�
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The form 	B���
 has the advantage that substituted into 	B��
� it can be integrated
analytically to obtain 	B���
� Its �rst order approximation for small z is equal to 	B��
�
thereby having the correct standard atmosphere potential lapse rate in the lower tro�
posphere� and generally it has the exponential increase characteristic for the potential
temperature throughout the troposphere and stratosphere� The potential temperature
scale height� H�� is determined from 	B���
 by the requirement that 	�R�cp
�b � � for
z �	� Using standard atmosphere parameters for �� and *�� gives H� � ��� km�
Also because of the assumption 	B��
� equation 	B��
 is only valid at low altitudes�

and needs to be e�ectively �killed� at high altitudes� This can be achieved by
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�f  	�
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�
� z
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���
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Uz being a vertical decay scale�
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Taylor expansion of 	B���
 to �rst order� assuming psf � p�� �f � ��b� and 	�
R�cp
�f �

	�R�cp
�b gives
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where Nf is the frontal disturbance of refractivity 	de�ned by comparing 	B���
 and
	B���

� To delimit the horizontal extend of the frontal zone the frontal disturbance is
modi�ed�

N �
f  Nf exp

�
�
� r

Ur

���
� 	B���


where r is the distance between the location of the point in request and the center
location of the front� and Ur is a horizontal decay scale�
Finally� to place the front on a sphere� the following parameters are de�ned�

x  r cos	Q� �Q
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r  'Rmean� 	B��


cos'  cos	�
 cos	��
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 sin	��
 cos	�� ��
� 	B���


tanQ  
sin	�� ��
 sin	�
 sin	��


cos	�
� cos	'
 cos	��
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where
Q� is the angle between the orientation of the front 	de�ned as the direction of steepest
horizontal gradient
� and the direction towards north� In polar coordinates on the globe�
the origin is at the center location of the front given by 	��� ��
� and Q� is positive
eastward from north�
Q is the angle between the direction of the point in request given by 	�� �
� and the
direction towards north� In polar coordinates on the globe� the origin is at the center of
the front� and Q is positive eastward from north�
' is the distance 	in radians
 between the location of the point in request� and the center
location of the front�
�� is the center co�latitude of the frontal system�
�� is the center longitude of the frontal system�
� is the co�latitude of the point in request�
� is the longitude of the point in request�
and Rmean is the Earth mean radius�
Using the following values for the key parameters� and superimposed on a �D back�

ground refractivity �eld� gives the temperature �eld in Figure ��� when the refractivity
is hydrostatically integrated from above�
!T  ��� K� S  ���� L  ��� km� D  ��� km� Uz  � km� and Ur  ���� km�
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Published and Submitted Papers

C�� On the Ionosphere Calibration in GPS Occultation
Measurements �Syndergaard  ����b�

C�� Modeling the Impact of the Earth�s Oblateness on the
Retrieval of Temperature and Pressure Pro�les from
Limb Sounding �Syndergaard  �����

C�� Inversion of GPS Occultation Data for Atmospheric
Pro�ling �Syndergaard  ����a�
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sea pollution, geomagnetism, solar-terrestrial physics, and physics of the middle and
upper atmosphere.
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Not published
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Per Høeg: Proceeding of URSI International Con-
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Not published
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Julie D. Pietrzak: A comparison of advection
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